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1 Introduction
This Design and Access Statement (DAS) has been
prepared by Pollard Thomas Edwards (PTE) on behalf
of St William and accompanies an application for full
planning permission for the redevelopment of Lea
Bridge Gasworks, Leyton, E10.
The DAS explains the design and access principles
which have been applied to the development and forms
part of a suite of documents which support the planning
application.
The scheme proposes a mixed use development of the
former Lea Bridge Gasworks site including 573 residential
homes, along with flexible residential facilities, a children’s
nursery, public realm and landscaping.
The former Lea Bridge Gasworks occupies 2.64Ha (6.5
acres) to the south of Clementina Road. It presents an
excellent opportunity for new high quality homes to be
delivered on a former utility site located close to public
transport and cycle routes.
The site sits within the Northern Olympic Fringe, which
is identified as a key growth area with capacity for up
to 2,500 homes in the adopted Waltham Forest Core
Strategy (2012). The Borough’s identity, including its
industrial heritage and extensive green space, is well
represented in Lea Bridge. The site benefits from proximity
to the recently reopened station, a gateway position within
the Borough and a location beside the Lee Valley Regional
Park.
This document has been prepared in order to explain the
design and strategic thinking behind the proposed scheme
and to describe the design process and its evolution.
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Site and Context
2.1 Site Location
2.2 Local Context
2.3 Recent Lea Bridge Development
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2.6 Site History
2.7 Gasholders
2.8 Planning Context
2.9 Site Constraints
2.10 Site Opportunities

2.1 Site Location
The Lea Bridge Gasworks site is a 2.64 hectares / 6.5
acres brownfield former utility site, located in Lea Bridge
E10, within the Lea Bridge Ward of the London Borough of
Waltham Forest, approximately 9 km from central London.

SITE

FINSBURY
PARK

The site is in the south of the borough and sits adjacent
to Leyton Jubilee Park, with the Lea valley Regional Park
located further to the west.
The site lies to the south of Lea Bridge Road and the east
of Orient Way.
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2.2 Local Context
The site is located within in the London Borough of
Waltham Forest.

ST JAMES STREET

Lea Bridge station, which is on Lea Bridge Road at its
junction with Argall Way and Orient Way, is located a 6
minutes (500m) walk north west of the site. It is located
within Zone 3 and has a Greater Anglia operated service. It
provides passenger routes into Stratford (in just 5 minutes)
and Tottenham Hale.

Low Hall
Sports Ground

The nearest bus stops to the Site are located on Lea Bridge
Road, with future plans for buses to serve Orient Way to the
west of the site.

1200M
(15 minutes)
BUS STOP

At present the site has a PTAL rating of 2, factoring in
recent improvements to services at Lea Bridge station.
Further improvements to bus services are proposed by LB
Waltham Forest, however these are unlikely to increase
PTAL beyond 2.

800M
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Adventure
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The Waterworks Nature Reserve forms the western edge
of Lea Bridge, sitting within the Lee Valley Regional Park.
The Park is designated as Metropolitan Open Land. There
are also Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Site of
Metropolitan Importance to Nature Conservation (SMINC)
and RAMSAR Special Conservation Area designations;
which highlight the biodiversity of the surrounding area.
These are explored further in the Ecological Assessment
(Ecology Solutions).
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2.2 Local Context
KE

The former Lea Bridge Gasworks to the south of
Clementina Road presents an opportunity for new high
quality homes to be delivered on a brownfield site located
close to public transport and cycle routes. The former
gasworks is largely vacant and is not publicly accessible.
The site is adjacent to a mixture of residential streets,
industrial warehouses and playing fields, and is currently
accessed directly from Clementina Road.
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Clementina Estate
From the station and Lea Bridge Road, the site is
approached via Perth Road, part of the Clementina
Estate “developed by Sir Courtney Warner…named after
Clementina Elphinstone, his wife’s grandmother, who was
descended from Scottish earls”, according to the Leyton
History Society. Sir Courtney gave his name to the Warner
Estate typology of terraces of two storey walk-up flats.
The Clementina Estate was first occupied in 1910, at
which time the gasworks stretched from the recreation
ground to the South up to Lea Bridge Road.

SITE
2.64HA

GOLDEN BUSINESS PARK

Leyton Jubilee Park
Marsh Lane Playing Fields and Ive Farm were combined to
create Leyton Jubilee Park, marking the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee in 2012.
Facilities include a pirate ship for 3+, an outdoor gym,
natural play equipment, play areas, football pitches,
basketball court, pavilion, the KukooLaLa Cafe and new
wildlife areas. LB Waltham Forest set out their vision for
the park in 2017:
“Leyton Jubilee Park will be a high quality, well used and
vibrant urban Park which welcomes people of all ages,
abilities and backgrounds to relax, have fun, get fit and
enjoy contact with nature. Our new Premier Park will be
a focus for engagement with surrounding communities,
provide a full range of facilities and activities to support
the health and well-being of residents and help to drive
the wider growth and regeneration of this part of Waltham
Forest.”

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

OR

Lammas School
The eastern boundary of the site is formed by The
Lammas School and Sixth Form, a coeducational
secondary school with about 700 pupils. The school
opened in 2001, on a site previously occupied by factories
and works, according to the 1968 OS (p16).
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The Lea Bridge Gasworks site is characterised by a
set of diverse interfaces at each site boundary, each
raising different opportunities in terms of scale, use and
character.

Golden Business Park
Occupying the site of the former gas production facilities,
the Golden Business Park accommodates wholesale and
distribution businesses, including FedEx, Buildbase and
Wanis Foods. One warehouse, housing UK Snacks, was
recently destroyed in a fire and is being re-built.
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2.3 Recent Lea Bridge Development
Celebrating Lea Bridge
Waltham Forest Council has identified Lea Bridge as a key
growth area. The Borough’s unique identity, including its
industrial heritage and extensive green space, are all well
represented in Lea Bridge. The recently reopened station,
gateway position within the Borough and excellent location
beside the Lea Valley have been identified as key assets.
Lea Bridge has a lively business and residential culture
with the recent addition of creative businesses moving into
industrial buildings. The high quality local architecture has
consistently been popular with existing and new residents.
The demand for new and affordable homes and for local
people is high, and in keeping with the London Plan’s
principles of encouraging development at key transport
nodes, a number of significant new high density schemes
are being constructed, have recently been consented, or
are currently in pre-application discussions to meet this
growing demand such as 97 Lea Bridge and 256 Church
Road.
Future regeneration plans around Lea Bridge station, on
three Council owned sites, aim to provide around 300
new homes, a new station entrance with public space,
and cultural, creative and commercial uses. The Council’s
aspiration is for tall buildings in this location.
In 2014, Waltham Forest Council was awarded £27million
by Transport for London for the Mini-Holland Programme,
to radically improve the borough’s highways making it a
great place to live, work and travel around.

LEA VALLEY

The programme has transformed the borough making it
more cycle friendly, encouraging more people to take up
cycling and walking.
Delivered by the Mini Holland programme, a high quality
cycle route runs along Lea Bridge Road just two minutes
north of the site, with fully segregated cycle lanes in both
directions.

MINI-HOLLAND CYCLE ROUTES
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2.4 Existing Site Photographs
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KEY PLAN

01
PRESSURE REDUCTION STATION & GASHOLDER NO.5 (PRIOR TO DEMOLITION)

04
SITE AS SEEN FROM LEYTON JUBILEE PARK
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02
GASHOLDER NO.5 (FOLLOWING DEMOLITION)

05
CURRENT ENTRANCE AT CLEMENTINA ROAD

03
TELECOMMUNICATION TOWER

06
CYCLE CAGES ON CLEMENTINA ROAD
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2.4 Existing Site Photographs
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KEY PLAN
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CYCLING ROUTE ALONG ORIENT WAY

CLEMENTINA ESTATE AS SEEN FROM SITE

GASHOLDER No.6

10
PRESSURE REDUCTION STATION
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Middlesex
Published 1879
Source map scale - 1:10,560

The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.

2.5 Local History
Lea Bridge was historically the only point for crossing the
Lea Marshes between Hackney Wick and Tottenham Hale,
and attracted a cluster of homes and businesses from the
building of the bridge in 1745. Lea Bridge has been a lively
business and residential area ever since.
In 1582 Mill Fields Lane ran from Clapton to Jeremy’s
Ferry in the Leyton Marshes. At the same spot a timber
bridge was built in 1745, and the road became known as
Lea Bridge Road, with a toll-gate at the Clapton end. A
toll house was built on the west bank of the river in 1757,
and the bridge rebuilt in iron in 1820–1.
There has been water-related industry here since the
time the place was called Jeremy’s Ferry. The first
waterwheel was erected in 1707 and this was followed
by mills grinding corn (and even pins and needles), and a
water pumping station. The mills presented an obstacle
to navigation, which was overcome by the opening of the
Hackney Cut, from Lea Bridge to Old Ford, in 1769. At
around the same time, the Lea Bridge turnpike improved
accessibility to the City and the district became an
established residential area.

On the eastern side of the river, Lea Bridge Road station
(opened in 1840 and renamed Lea Bridge in 1871
was the earliest railway connection in the Leyton and
Walthamstow area and soon brought the construction of
workers’ housing, expanding the urban area of Leyton.
The settlement consisted of wooden houses or shacks
with wells and earth closets with a wooden mission
church. Residents reared livestock and undertook market
gardening.

Map Name(s) and Date(s)

Historical Map - Slice A

During the latter part of the 19th century, filter beds were
constructed on both sides of the river and in the 1930s
factories replaced agricultural smallholdings.
Most of the old utilities and industries have since closed
and the Middlesex Filter Beds have become a nature
reserve within the Lee Valley Regional Park. Lea Bridge
station closed in 1985, and reopened in May 2016.
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2.6 Site History
The Lea Bridge gasworks was built in 1853 by the South
Essex Gaslight and Coke Co to supply parts of Leyton.
The Works were later sold to the County & General Gas
Consumers Co.
The company’s operation in Leyton was statutorily
restricted in 1864 to the area north of Park Road, Coopers
Lane, and James Lane.

1853

1922

1962

2012

2019

Production of gas commences

Additional gasholder
constructed

Final additional gasholder
constructed

Gasholders decommissioned

Gasholder demolition commences

1896

1946

The company was bought out in 1868 and the Lea Bridge
District Gaslight & Coke Co. formed. In 1878 this was
reincorporated with statutory powers as the Lea Bridge
District Gas Co.
Further gasholders were built in 1922 and 1962. The
gasholders were decommissioned by National Grid in
2012, ending gas storage on the site, and the above
ground holders demolished in early 2019.
Currently, the site comprises redundant former gas
infrastructure, an Arqiva telecommunications mast and a
Cadent Gas compound with operational gas equipment
known as a Pressure Reduction Station or “PRS”.
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2.7 Gasholders
Lea Bridge Gasworks’ history as an operational gasworks
site dates to 1853. The western part of the gasworks,
which is now the Golden Business Park, was the main
location for gas production, whilst the application site was
mostly used for gas storage.
Historically, the three gasholders represented tall
structures which would have been dominant features on
the local skyline:
Gasholder No. 5: The oldest gasholder at this
location was a two-tier column-guided holder with 14
no., 20m high, columns. It was constructed in 1899 by
Perry & Company, a local manufacturer based in Bow.
Gasholder No. 6: The second-oldest gasholder on
site was a four-lift spiral-guided holder constructed in
1922 by S.Cutler & Sons. Each lift was 9.1m, resulting
in an overall height of approximately 36m at full
capacity.
Gasholder No. 7: The most recent gasholder on
site was another four-lift spiral-guided holder of a
similar design to Gasholder No. 6, constructed in 1962.
Each lift was 9.8m, resulting in an overall height of
approximately 39m at full capacity.
The gasholders represented common designs and were
modern examples of their type, and were assessed to
be of limited heritage value. The holders were therefore
dismantled in early 2019.

GASHOLDER NO.5

GASHOLDER NO.6

GASHOLDER NO.7

GASHOLDER NO.6

GASHOLDER NO.5

GASHOLDER NO.7

GASHOLDER LAYOUT
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2.8 Planning Context
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004 states that planning applications should be
determined in accordance with the Development plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. In this
instance, the current adopted Development Plan for the
Site comprises the London Plan and Waltham Forest Local
Plan.
The London Plan (2016)
The London Plan provides the spatial strategy and policy
context to guide development in London.
London Plan – Intend to Publish (December 2019)
The Mayor is preparing a new London Plan which covers
the period 2019 to 2041. Following an Examination in
Public on the London Plan between January and May
2019, the Panel of Inspectors appointed by the Secretary
of State issued their report and recommendations to the
Mayor on 8th October 2019.
It is anticipated that the new London Plan will be adopted
in early 2020 and once adopted, it will replace the existing
London Plan. On that basis, the draft new London Plan is
considered to carry substantial weight in the determination
of planning applications.
Waltham Forest Core Strategy (2012)
The Core Strategy was adopted in 2012. It allocates the
site as falling within the ‘key growth area’ of the Northern
Olympic Fringe where 2,500 new homes are to be
delivered.

LBWF Draft Local Plan 2020-2035 Regulation 18 (July
2019)
LBWF are currently preparing a new Local Plan, which
will provide borough wide planning and regeneration
strategy up to 2035. Adoption of the new Local Plan is not
expected until Spring/Summer 2021, and once adopted
will replace the Core Strategy (2012) and Development
Management Policies (2013).

SHAPING THE BOROUGH
Draft LOCAL PLAN 2020 – 2035

The emerging plan de-allocates the residual part of the
site (access onto Orient Way) that currently remains in a
Strategic Industrial Location allocation.
Waltham Forest Site Allocations and Designations
(2013)
The Site Allocations Document outlines relevant local
policies such as:
• Flood Zone 2 (majority of site), with some areas
Flood Zone 3
• SIL7 – note this relates to the small parcel of land
linking the site to Orient Way
The main Gasworks site is not SIL7, it is not a Borough
Employment Area and is not a conservation area. The
open space to the south is allocated F37 playing fields
(Marsh Lane Playing Field), Metropolitan Open Land
(MOL4) beyond this and a site for enhancement of
biodiversity and habitat of Marsh Lane Playing Field
(EH18).

Waltham Forest Local Plan

Core Strategy
Adopted March 2012

Public Consultation
Consultation Draft July 2019

WALTHAM FOREST LOCAL PLAN CORE
STRATEGY (2012)

WALTHAM FOREST LOCAL PLAN
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
(2013)

WALTHAM FOREST -DRAFT LOCAL PLAN
(2019)

Housing growth is to be focused in the growth areas, with
a minimum housing target for new homes of 862dpa.
At least 50% homes (5,700 homes) are expected to be
affordable, with a balance of tenures.
Tall buildings (defined as ten storeys and above (26 metres
above natural ground level)), are acceptable in principle
within the key growth areas, including the Northern
Olympic Fringe identified in the AAPs. Medium rise, taller
buildings (defined as between 5-9 storeys (13 - 23 metres
above natural ground level)) may be appropriate both
within the growth areas and in appropriate gateway sites.
Waltham Forest Development Management Policies
(2013)
The Development Management Document was adopted in
2013. Its policies reflect the core strategy strategic polices
with added detail in respect of housing tenure and mix.

WALTHAM DRAFT FOREST LOCAL PLAN KEY DIAGRAM
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2.9 Site Constraints
There are a number of technical constraints associated
with the site. These are shown on the constraints plan and
are detailed below.
Flood risk
The site is located in Flood Zone 2 with a small area in
Flood Zone 3. Finished floor levels for residential habitable
areas have been set at 7.3m AOD taking into account
climate change factors.
Gas infrastructure easements
There are a number of gas mains running across the
site, consisting of low pressure, medium pressure and
intermediate pressure. These have no build easements.
Buildings are not permitted but car parking, landscaping,
play equipment and roads are typically allowed.

TELECOM MAST

Trees
There are a number of large trees to the east and
southern boundaries. These are outside the application
boundary on Council-owned land and do not have TPOs.

KEY

Culvert
A main river culvert with an estimated 8m no-build
easement runs across the site from east to west.

CURRENT ACCESS

Telecoms mast
An Arqiva telecoms mast is located on the western
boundary. It has been assumed that this will be moved to
the roof of a building.

RAILWAY NOISE SOURCE

Pressure Reduction Station noise
The Pressure Reduction Station currently emits relatively
high noise levels. Appropriate acoustic mitigation is being
designed with National Grid and Cadent.

EASEMENT ZONE FOR
GAS INFRASTRUCTURE

Pressure Reduction Station access
Cadent currently have a right of access to the Pressure
Reduction Station from Clementina Road. This will be
relocated to Orient Way.
Tennis Court
A former tennis court in the north east corner of the site
is overgrown with self-seeded growth. Arboricultural
assessment has established that this vegetation is not of
particular quality.
SIL Designation
SIL designation on access land at South of Site to Orient
Way is a policy constraint.
Existing hazardous substances
Existing hazardous substances consent needs to be
revoked (and is in process of being revoked).
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2.10 Site Opportunities
Enhanced landscape and biodiversity
The proposed landscape led approach to the site
looks to achieve a net gain in biodiversity. Here there
is an opportunity to create diverse habitats.
New homes
The scheme will provide high quality homes in an
area with high demand.
Views
Establish views towards Leyton Jubilee Park,
Hackney Marshes and the Lea Valley from new
homes and public spaces.
Opportunity for high density
While the north of the site is adjacent to low rise
houses, the south offers an opportunity for taller
buildings looking out over Leyton Jubilee Park and
the Lea Valley.
Permeability
By opening up and decontaminating this disused
Brownfield land, it creates a permeable relationship
between the residential areas to the north of the site
and Leyton Jubilee Park.
Transport Connections
The Site benefits from good transport links and
is well connected to public transport networks,
including Lea Bridge railway station which is located
approximately 0.5 miles north-west of the site and
nearest bus stops located t to the site on Lea Bridge
Road.
Green spaces
Leyton Jubilee Park immediately adjoins the site,
offering playing fields, play spaces, a variety of
mature trees and a community cafe.
The area also benefits from the proximity of the
natural marshes that run from Stratford to Hackney,
along the Lea Valley.
Enhanced local links
Lea Bridge Gasworks provides an opportunity to
improve connectivity between Leyton, Leyton Jubilee
Park, the Marshes, Wetlands and Lea Valley Park.
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Design Evolution
3.1 The Vision
3.2 Concept Design Evolution
3.3 Concept Design
3.4 Consultation Summary
3.5 Waltham Forest Design Advice Panel
3.6 Design Response

3.1 Vision
A W E L L- C ONNEC TE D URBAN
COMMUNITY UNIQUELY LOCATED
TO ACCESS GREEN SPACE AND
RECREATION AT
L E Y TON JUBIL E E PA RK , THE
L E A VA L L E Y AND BEYOND.

Lea Bridge Gasworks is located at a point of transition.
As described in Section 2, it has formed the closed edge
of residential development south of Lea Bridge Road
since the founding of the works in 1853, fifty years before
the development of the Clementina Estate. Opening
this boundary provides a link between this residential
neighbourhood and Lea Bridge station to the north, and
Leyton Jubilee Park and to the south.
In addition to making the most of these connections,
the site must accommodate once-in-a-hundred year
flood events, decontaminate the ground to make a
new biodiverse landscape setting for a high quality
residential development, and replace substantial areas of
underground infrastructure.
The proposals are structured by an intensive landscape
strategy based on the creative interpretation of the north
south flood conveyance, and massing and architectural
approaches that evolve from the scale and expression of
the Clementina Estate to larger, more abstract forms that
respond to the parkland to the south.

N
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First Life, Then Spaces, Then Buildings

Lea Brid
ge gasw
orks is..
.

The design approach looks to introduce a narrative for a
new place built around connectivity, views and landscapes.
The buildings will then follow logically, embodying St
William’s approach of “first Life, then Spaces, then
Buildings”.
The vision for Lea Bridge Gasworks site is to create a new,
attractive and well-connected residential development,
opening up a previously inaccessible route from the
Warner Estate to Leyton Jubilee Park, providing a tranquil,
sociable alternative to Orient Way.
The new spaces that form these links will combine places
to pause with park views that promote movement, whilst
contributing to biodiversity and social interaction within
Lea Bridge.

A PLACE TO SIT
& RELAX
The masterplan should offer
opportunities for people of all
ages to sit. There should be a
mixture of benches provided
with both back and arm rests
for the elderly and those less
able.

A PLACE WHERE
PEOPLE & NATURE
IS PUT FIRST
An opportunity to pedestrianise
and provide clear, central green
pedestrian and cycle routes.
Servicing will be narrowed and
pushed to the edges of the site
to slow down vehicle movement
and allow for the central spine
to be clear of traffic.

A SAFE & PLEASANT
PLACE TO LIVE
The development of Lea Bridge
Gasworks will transform the
atmosphere of the site into one
that is greener, safe and well
connected to Leyton Jubilee
Park

A MORE SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENT

A PLAYFUL LANDSCAPE
The landscape should be
exciting and vibrant, with plenty
of opportunities for play and
learning.

The greening of the site, with
more trees and planting and
the provision of sustainable
drainage features, will
support wider aspirations for
sustainable development in
Waltham Forest.

it is a pla
ce for...

COMMUNITY &
INTERACTION
The masterplan should offer opportunities
for the local community, such as spaces
to meet and gather. We will also look to
create spaces that offer quiet, yet active,
enjoyment.

Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement
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GREEN SPACES

PLAY & ACTIVITIES

As a place to live, and pass by, the site
will provide high quality amenity and
green spaces where people can dwell,
sit and relax and contemplate their
surroundings.

The masterplan will provide a variety of
active spaces and play catering for all
age groups and abilities, enabling the
whole community to meet and socialise.
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3.2 Concept Design Evolution
A number of options were explored and are summarised in
this page.
CL

1. Finger Blocks
Initial design studies focused on the ability of finger blocks
to maximise east-west residential orientation and respond
to the shape of the site. This approach was producing long
uninterrupted building ranges, which restricted EW views
and daylight, so alternative layouts were trialled to see if
these aspects could be improved.
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Conclusions
The objective for design development was to combine the
best features of 1. and 3. to optimise:
— Generous landscape ‘rooms’ with good connections to
reinforce the routes through the site
— Dual aspect homes
— Park outlook
— EW daylight sunlight distribution
— Minimum six homes per floor per core
— Increase scale coherently from Clementina Estate
towards Leyton Jubilee Park
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2. Podium Courtyards
Given the aspiration for large numbers of family homes,
and the need to test the parking capacity of the site
to inform discussions with LBWF, a typology raising
shared amenity was tested. This approach did produce
reasonable levels of dual aspect homes, including large
family apartments looking into 20m+ green courtyards,
although not as high a proportion as the finger block
strategy. However, the narrowness of the site resulted
in the landscape form having to adopt left over space,
a loss of control over residential outlook – including a
significant increase in single aspect homes overlooking
the PRS - and courtyards that were not wide enough to
ensure good daylight and sunlight at lower levels. This also
compromised the north south routes.
3. Point Blocks
The logical next step was to investigate point block
typologies, to increase EW views and daylight penetration,
and to maximise dual aspect homes. Positive aspects
included a reasonable proportion of dual aspect homes
and a larger proportion of homes with good outlook over
the park to the south. However, orientating the point blocks
to maximise southern aspect resulted in some squeezed
landscape spaces, as well as some single aspect flats
with poor south aspect close to neighbouring cores, and
some blocks were not efficient, with two lifts and only five
flats per floor per core.
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Strategy 1: Finger Blocks
Key Facts

Strategy 2: Podium courtyards

% dual aspect

63%

Single aspect onto PRS

Key Facts

Strategy 3: Point Blocks

% dual aspect (into courtyard)

22% (55%)

8

Single aspect onto PRS

Dual aspect onto PRS

42

Footprint

8143m2

Key Facts

% dual aspect

52%

34

Single aspect onto PRS

0

Dual aspect onto PRS

46

Dual aspect onto PRS

33

Footprint

8617m2

Footprint

7421m2

Pros

Pros

Pros

good east-west aspect for most flats

Potential to conceal parking and plant

Aspiration to increase dual aspect

60+% dual aspect

Hoped for more dual aspect, especially family

Maximise park edge outlook

Main public route reinforced

Cons

Allow east and west sunlight between blocks

Cons

Most dual aspect onto courtyards

Cons

Some unacceptably close overlooking

5-6 storey internal courtyards: insufficient daylight & sunlight

New landscape places fragmented

Poor daylighting to some lower floors

Outlook not manageable

Max six homes per core

Greenspace ‘leftover’

Outlook not manageable
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CURRENT SITE

PRIMARY CONNECTIONS

SECONDARY CONNECTIONS

PUBLIC SPACES AND VIEWS

LANDSCAPE APPROACH

The site has been closed to the public since it
was originally developed as a gas storage site.

A new pedestrian and cycle route is proposed
to connect the Clementina Estate to Leyton
Jubilee Park.

Few clearly defined routes allow the base
of buildings to form streets and spaces
that bring diversity and activity to the urban
environment.

The masterplan creates a sequence of public
spaces and establishes views towards Leyton
Jubilee Park, Hackney Marshes and the Lee
Valley Regional Park from the new homes.

The masterplan focus on the landscape
ensuring the spaces created complement the
building footprints framing them.

INCREASED BIODIVERSITY

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE ROUTE

SPACES FOR THE COMMUNITY

COMMUNAL GARDENS FOR RESIDENTIAL USE

NEW PUBLIC SPACES
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Different character areas offer a clear
orientation and a coherent sense of place.
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3.3 Concept Design
The concept for Lea Bridge Gasworks is landscape led,
integrating a sequence of green spaces which provide
places to wander, places to dwell and places for wildlife
along the new north-south connections between the
Clementina Estate and Leyton Jubilee Park.

EXISTING COMMUNITIES CLEMENTINA
ESTATE
PE
H
RT

A new route will connect the Clementina Estate to Leyton
Jubilee Park with a series of public spaces, linking to an
existing onward connection to Hackney Marshes and the
Lee Valley Regional Park.
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Long views are carefully balanced with foreground
landscape interest to make a sequence of spaces that
are easy to navigate through and also encourage rest and
interaction. The new buildings will help to create a clear
definition between public and private spaces.
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

1. Current site
No physical permeability from Clementina Road. Limited
view through gates.
2. Primary connection and public space
New landscaped public space shared with Clementina
Estate; view to Leyton Jubilee Park; primary frontages
away from the Pressure Reduction Station and rear of
Clementina houses.
3. Secondary connections
New connections and potential future links to SE and W;
buildings split into smaller blocks to allow EW daylight
sunlight penetration and views.

SECONDARY CONNECTION TO LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

NEW COMMUNITY SQUARES WITH
COMMUNITY FACILITIES TO CREATE NEW
RESIDENTIAL HUB TO LOCAL AREA

4. View Optimisation and public spaces
Potential to shape and move buildings as the design
develops to frame views and landscape spaces.

NEW NORTH - SOUTH LINK BETWEEN CLEMENTINA ESTATE AND
LEYTON JUBILEE PARK - CYCLIST AND PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY

KEY
POTENTIAL GREEN OPEN SPACE
POTENTIAL PUBLIC ACTIVITY SPACE

OR
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POTENTIAL BUILDING FRONTAGES
POTENTIAL FUTURE LINKAGES
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W
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TO HACKNEY MARSHES
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POTENTIAL CONNECTIONS TO FUTURE MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT
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3.4 Consultation Summary
The scheme has been developed through close and
meaningful dialogue with LBWF Planning Officers,
the Design Council, the Greater London Authority
(GLA), statutory consultees, local stakeholders and the
local community since June 2019. Full details of the
consultation can be found in Statement of Community
Involvement that accompanies this planning application.
The list below summarises the bodies which have been
consulted during design development;
Cabinet Member for Economic Growth and Housing
Development
Ward Councillors
Local Residents and forums
LBWF Development Management
LBWF Planning Committee
LBWF Transport and Highways
LBWF Housing and Regeneration
LBWF Sustainability
Greater London Authority
Waltham Forest Design Advice Panel
Secured by Design

Greater London Authority
The scheme was presented to the GLA on the 22 October
2019. Proposals received a positive pre-application
response to the design proposal from the GLA on 25th
February 2020. The GLA requested further information
on the Delivery & Servicing Bay locations. Further details
can be found in the Planning Statement document that
accompanies this application.

Summaries of meetings held:
Date
18th June 2019

Public Consultation
In addition to the pre-application engagement that has
been carried out, public and stakeholder consultation
also took place, inviting local residents, businesses and
forums to consult on emerging design proposals prior to
submission of the application. This involved two public
exhibitions between July 2019 and November 2019 and a
website.
The consultation process was divided into two stages:
initial consultation including initial masterplanning and
design strategies, and final designs.

3rd July 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

6th August 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

13th August 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

11th September 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

19th September 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

19th September 2019

Design Council: Waltham Forest Design Advice Panel
Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

A public drop-in exhibition was held on Thursday 18th July
2019 and Saturday 20th July 2019 at Lea Bridge Library.
A total of 97 people attended and 33 feedback forms were
received.

22nd October 2019

Pre-application Meeting with GLA

23rd October 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

A further exhibition was held on Thursday 14 November
2019 and Saturday 16 November 2019. A total of 77
people attended and 25 feedback forms were received.

6th November 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

13th November 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

26th November 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

4th December 2019

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

14h January 2020

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

29h January 2020

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

7th February 2020

Pre-application Meeting with GLA

1st April 2020

First public
exhibition

Spring

July

Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement

Initial Pre-application Discussion with LBWF

16th October 2019

Further details can be found within the Statement of
Community Involvement.

Concept
Design

Description

Design
Development

November 2020

Project team
review all
feedback
received

Waltham
Forest Design
Advice Panel

Second
public
exhibition

August

September

November

Pre-application Meeting with LBWF

Design
Development

Planning
Submission to
Waltham
Forest Council
April
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3.5 Waltham Forest Design Advice Panel
The Design Team met with the Waltham Forest Design Advice Panel on 19 September
2019 to present their emerging proposals.
The Panel issued its formal response to the team on 3 October 2019 and the team has
taken this response into account in its subsequent development of proposals for Lea
Bridge Gasworks. The following table captures comments and responses from this
review process.
Comment

Response

Height and massing

Different approaches to height have been tested, employing a variety of typologies (as set out in Section 3.3).
The heights of the blocks framing each landscape ‘room’ relate to its position in a sequence leading from the
domestic scale of Clementina Estate to the wider landscape of Leyton Jubilee Park and the Lea Valley.

Approach to scale and height on the site is key.
Moving beyond a linear, incremental approach to increased building heights, a more flexible approach to the height
and scale of building blocks will allow them to better integrate into the existing neighbourhood’s typology and
scale. A series of carefully designed ‘places’ across the site could help achieve an increase in scale to the south...
the designing of new squares, streets or circuses, would offer an opportunity for creating more legible meeting or
activity places, pleasant incidents along the paths and streets.
Ensuring that the open spaces and inhabited roofs have sufficient daylight and sunlight will be crucial to the
success of a landscape-led scheme and the overall use of these spaces.

The potential for different building typologies to provide more varied heights and external spaces across the site
was tested in a series of studies presented to the Panel, and lessons learnt from this exercise incorporated into
the evolving design. As the physical site constraints, including outlook over the PRS, no build zones and mature
tree RPAs, are extensive, the clear layout and height strategy presented has been retained and developed into
distinct zones of low, medium and high density.
Within this strategy, the architectural and landscape characteristics of four character areas have been developed:
− Clementina Square
− Upper Valley
− Mid Valley
− Lower Valley
− Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway
To provide distinctive places for activities and incidents of the kind envisaged by the Panel.
The results of daylight sunlight studies have been positive for the landscape spaces, and these are presented in
a separate report that forms part of this planning application.

Response to flood risk
We support the idea that this creates three landscaped ‘valleys’ that run through the site.
Water can become a feature and be celebrated within the landscape. We strongly recommend exploring ways in
which the water could be conveyed through the development, and permeate into the ground, expressing the natural
movement of water towards the Lea River as well as informing and enhancing the habitat and biodiversity on the
site and reducing run-off.

The landscape strategy and site layout are shaped by:
− The flood conveyance: allowing the passage of surface water in a flood condition, broadly from north to south
− Biodiverse habitat corridors: extending north from Leyton Jubilee Park
These two strands of the landscape strategy are intertwined along both upper and lower valleys, expressed
through different levels and planting in each. The design proposals include provision for SuDS attenuation in
the form of undulating longitudinal swales along the Lower Valley. The Upper Valley uses the difference between
lower existing levels and the residential floor levels required for flood mitigation to introduce grassy planted
terraces with feature trees such as maple, crab apple and alder.
The biodiverse habitat planting also includes species-rich native hedgerow and introduced shrub planting,
connecting to retained established boundary trees and shrubs to form diverse habitat corridors following the
paths of the valleys. Along the Lower Valley the presence and occasional visibility of water is referenced in the
planting as well as the sinous plan forms of the landscaping.

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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Comment

Response

Function and hierarchy of space

The differentiation of public and private spaces has been an important element in the development of the masterplan
and landscape strategy, working closely with LB Waltham Forest and St William. Three service areas have been
identified and enclosed, while landscaped public spaces form the outlook of the great majority of the homes and
have been extended to include the road to the east. Other service access areas are integrated unobtrusively with
the landscape proposals for the different outdoor rooms. Activities accommodated – as a minimum – within each of
these landscape areas are identified in the landscape strategy, and will evolve as their use develops.

We support the provision of open spaces across the site and the design thinking that is expressed in the team’s
proposal. However, we believe the hierarchy and function of these spaces could be further developed, We
recommend a number of design interventions to achieve greater clarity on which spaces are intended to be
public, which are semi-public, semi-private and private, including:
−

focus on the green spine, from the middle to lower valley, which could offer deliberate incidents along that
route to provide a legible connection and draw residents and visitors to Leyton Jubilee Park;

−

careful curation of the public spaces on the site with significant attention to how they will be managed.

In response to dialogue with local residents, vehicular traffic will access only from Orient Way to the south of the site,
making the main public north-south route exclusively for pedestrians and cyclists, and providing a quieter, greener
alternative to the main road.

We recommend that landscape features such as topography, sustainable urban drainage and planting are used
to create monumental landscape interventions. We’d also recommend exploring the feasibility of access to
Leyton Jubilee Park through the upper valley. Addressing the function of spaces and how each one relates to one
another could help ensure a coherent, quality landscape, which works well for residents and visitors.

Activity trails have been developed as suggested, linking all the public amenity spaces in the landscape, and
including a pedestrian link to Leyton Jubilee Park. The trails link play spaces, heritage features, wildlife habitats,
viewing points and seating areas as illustrated in the landscape section of the report.

Heritage and site layout

Following the Design Advice Panel session, the client and design team reviewed the potential for incorporating the
site’s industrial heritage in a meaningful way as part of the residential led proposals. Features such as the former
gasholders are to be referenced through the inclusion of structured hedgerows on the footprint of the largest
gasholder within the Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway; play features and information boards will reference the site’s
heritage as part of the activity trail; and existing cobbles will be reused at the entrance from Clementina Road to
mark the threshold of the former gasholder site.

We believe that while the rationale for the current site layout is sound, it could be improved to develop a stronger
layout which makes the best use of the site’s heritage and context, while achieving the required quantum of
development.
We recommend exploring how the orientation and position of blocks could acknowledge the circular form of the
gasholders, as in previous iterations.
We recommend that the cobbled path to the north of the site is retained, enhanced or reused; other artefacts
of the site’s previous function such as the brick of the original gasholder could also be reused in the landscape
treatment or in other features. Celebrating the site’s industrial past through site layout and landscape design
could help create a strong sense of place and identity for the site.

Future proofing
Due to understandable phasing requirements for delivery, the upper valley is planned to contain 100% social
rent homes. This could segregate social rent residents from those of other tenures, and the location in the
upper valley could exacerbate a sense of stigma and detachment from other parts of the site. We strongly
recommend this approach is readdressed and looked at in collaboration with staff at London Borough of
Waltham Forest. Ensuring that the tenure mix works well on this site could greatly increase the likelihood
that all residents are able to share the same amenities, ultimately creating a more attractive and socially
sustainable development.

The distribution of tenures throughout the site has been reviewed as the proposals have evolved. The planning
scheme distributes shared ownership homes between the upper and lower valleys, with affordable rented
accommodation provided in the first phase in the Upper Valley. All residents will have access to the same facilities.
The Pressure Reduction Station is not within the application boundary nor with St William control. The suggested
future redundancy of the Pressure Reduction Station is hypothetical at this point in time, as there is currently no
national or local policy to phase out natural gas heating. For the foreseeable future the PRS is regarded as a vital
piece of gas infrastructure that regulates gas distribution to homes across the local area. As such, the potential to
replace the PRS with an alternative use would have to be explored as and when such an opportunity arose.

The Pressure Reduction Station (PRS) on the site represents a significant constraint on potential site layouts
as well as a challenge to mitigation of the noise while it is in use. We recommend the design team develop
options for what the land currently occupied by the PRS could be used for in the future as well as stronger
analysis of the existing biodiversity within the PRS.
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3.6 Design Response Overview
Input from stakeholders, including LB Waltham Forest
officers and local residents, as well as the Design Advise
Panel (DAP), has influenced the development of the site
layout and architecture in a number of ways.
The green landscape character of the main north
south route through what became the Lower Valley
was supported by officers from the outset, and has
been maintained as a pedestrian and cycle only route
throughout the process.
Proposals initially included vehicular access through
the two northern entrances opposite Perth Road and
Kettlebaston Road. Following consultation with residents
and officers, vehicular access was relocated to Orient Way
and no vehicular access to the site will be possible through
the Clementina Estate.
While the proposals had shown the main Lower Valley
route as the only connection into the park, discussions
with officers and neighbours made it clear that there is a
shared aspiration to make a secondary connection from
the Upper Valley public landscape spaces, subject to
Secured by Design input and possible consequent night
time closure.

space at Ground Floor level. The private space is service
and parking hard standing, while soft landscape and play
space is almost all public.
As the landscape scheme has developed, the amount
of parking, other than for wheelchair users, has been
reduced in line with the views of LBWF officers.
The palette of proposed materials has developed in
discussion with officers. The combination of London stock
and red bricks in the Clementina estate provides the base
palette at the North end of the site, with lighter, toned
brick and a limited amount of cast elements introduced
in response to the wider scale of Leyton Jubilee Park and
beyond to the South. The coherently complementary tones
of the brick palette that has been explored have led to
cast elements, such as the vertically ridged plinth and the
nursery colonnade.
The materials and massing of the proposed design reflect
the technical and architectural evolution of the massing
scheme illustrated in an early sketch below, of the view
from Hackney Marshes.

The structure of the landscape design, in particular the
public or private character of various areas, was a focus
of discussion with officers and the DAP. The orientation of
the Upper and Lower Valley apartment buildings into the
new landscape spaces and away from the business park,
PRS and school playing fields - from west to east – gave
the cue for clear demarcations between public and private

VIEW STUDY FROM HACKNEY MARSHES
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Proposals
4.1 Masterplan
4.2 Site Strategy
4.3 Massing and Scale
4.4 Site Area and Density
4.5 Quantum, Tenure and Mix
4.6 Access and Servicing Overview
4.7 Residential Accommodation
4.8 Apartment typologies
4.9 Architectural concept
4.10 Character Areas
4.11 Materials
4.12 Pressure Reduction Station Screening

4.1 Masterplan
The proposed masterplan is composed of a series of
framed outdoor rooms and landscaped “valleys” that are
linked to form pedestrian and cycle routes from Lea Bridge
Road via the Clementina Estate to Leyton Jubilee Park.
The scale of the buildings increases from north to south,
and the undulating landscape between the buildings is
informed by the requirements of the flood conveyance that
informs the landscape and biodiversity strategy.

Lower height buildings
Potential link to future
development
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A wildlife focused
productive landscape.

PRS Screening
SCHOOL PLAYING FIELDS

The Lea Valley context of the site has influenced the
landscape character of the proposals with the evolution of
an Upper Valley, Mid Valley and the Lower Valley concept.
Turning the flood constraint into an advantage, the
landscape offers a sequence of open spaces along a
strong north south pedestrian and cycle focused route
between Clementina Road and Leyton Jubilee Park.
Clementina Square – a green gateway ‘scene setting’
piece off Clementina Road, a community focused public
space with play, creating a welcoming front door to aid
integration.
Mid Valley – A peaceful communal garden space for both
new and existing residents.
Lower Valley – a public linear park with a green street
feel providing front door access points, play on the way
and a route to the park. An informal character reflecting
the lower valley concept with flowing planting terraces
rising up to meet buildings.
Upper Valley - a community garden with an undulating
landscape with steeper banks reflecting the Upper Valley
concept.
Activity Trail - an activity trail is proposed to provide
a circular walking route that integrates the scheme’s
character areas with existing activities in Leyton Jubilee
Park. More detail on the trail is included in section 5.10.

Connection to Leyton
Jubilee Park
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Upper Valley

Clementina Square

Level changes for
interest and variation
as well as to assist
with private/public
distinction

A playful urban space
that is flexible to
accommodate a range
of community focused
activities

Informal play space

Mid Valley

Leyton Jubilee Park
Gateway

Golden Business Park

Leyton Jubilee Park
Gateway

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

Lower Valley

NB/ PARK IMPROVEMENTS INDICATIVE
AND SUBJECT TO NECESSARY CONSENTS.

Gated access to Leyton
Jubilee Park

A meandering central
route with flowering
planting terraces rising
up to meet buildings
and bridges providing
front door access points

Pedestrian and cycle
route

N
Shared surface
Main road to edge of
site
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Public and Private Space
The masterplan creates a series of new public spaces,
linking them to the Leyton Jubilee Park, helping to
integrate the existing and new communities.

J
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More detail on the public and private space strategy is
provided in section 6.1.

The new buildings will help to create a clear definition
between public and private spaces. Services areas
between some blocks and the site boundary have been
enclosed with controlled access - Blocks A, E, F, G, H and
J. This area would include back-of-house functions: bin
stores, plant space, and car park.
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Site Access
The existing site is accessed from the north off Clementina
Road. In order to minimise the impact of vehicular trips
on the residential area to the north, a new access point
is proposed off Orient Way to the south west of the site.
This will be the only vehicular access for the development,
and it is expected to be utilised by delivery and servicing
vehicles.
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More detail on the public and private space strategy is
provided in section 5.15.
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4.3 Massing and Scale
The massing and architectural treatment of the buildings
makes the transition from the dense, low rise Clementina
Estate to the open spaces of Leyton Jubilee Park to the
south and the Lea Valley to the west.
ORI

ENT

The transition is managed both through a developing
material treatment for the base, middle and top of a
series of predominantly brick buildings, and through gaps
between the linear blocks, accentuated by steps, which
admit daylight from east and west and provide longer
views to the linear landscaped spaces.

WAY

17

The pitched roof forms around Clementina Square reflect
the language of the Warner houses to the north, while the
taller buildings lining the routes to the park step up in a
series of terraces and biodiverse roofs, culminating in the
raised attic storeys of the two southernmost point blocks.
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Framing the green connections through the scheme to
Leyton Jubilee Park, the new buildings then step up to an
average of nine storeys high with lower shoulder elements
of five storeys to create articulation and visual interest.
Towards the south, we have identified an opportunity for
greater height to celebrate the entrance to Leyton Jubilee
Park, aiding wayfinding for the wider area.
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These two taller elements, of 17 and 18 storeys, have
been located furthest from the existing Clementina Estate.
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The buildings adjoining existing neighbours are now a
mixture of two, three and four storey buildings.
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The masterplan proposes a transition in height from the
Clementina Estate towards Leyton Jubilee Park.
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4.4 Site Area and Density

4.5 Quantum, Tenure and Mix

The site area is 2.64 hectares. This excludes the Pressure
Reduction Station which is not within the site boundary.
The scheme will provide 573 new homes at a density of
217 homes per hectare/582 habitable rooms per hectare.

The development will provide 573 new homes in a range of
sizes, types and tenures. It will create a genuinely mixed
and balanced neighbourhood as envisaged by LBWF.
Building heights range from 2 to 18 storeys.

The architectural treatment of each area responds to the
context and proportions of the landscape space, and its
location in the sequence of spaces from town to parkland.

35% of the new homes are proposed as affordable by
habitable room, in line with New London Plan policy for
former utility sites.
The accommodation schedule and diagrams below provide
a breakdown of unit sizes and tenures within the
scheme.

217 Homes/ha

TENURE DISTRIBUTION

MIX

AFFORDABLE RENT

MANHATTAN

SHARED OWNERSHIP

1B2P

PRIVATE SALE

2B3P
2B4P
3B4P
3B5P

Manhattan
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1B
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64
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TOTALS
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4.6 Access and Servicing Overview
Pedestrian Approach

A new pedestrian route will connect the Clementina Estate
to Leyton Jubilee Park with a series of public garden
spaces.
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H

The main residential entrance at the front of each building
gives access to the central core serving the homes on both
the Ground Floor and the upper levels.
The entrances are clearly identifiable on approach with
glazed entrance doors to provide good visibility both
externally and internally.
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4.7 Residential Accommodation
Overview
The masterplan comprises Manhattans*, one, two and
three bedroom apartments whose outlook is to the diverse
new landscape or to the parkland to the south. The
landscape consists of a wide range of themed planting,
from wildflower meadow to wetland buffers between lower
floor apartments and public routes. With the exception of
secure services area to the rear of blocks A, F, E, H and J,
the landscape is publicly accessible, with a combination
of planted buffer zones and level changes to Ground Floor
apartments.
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The flats are accessed from daylit cores, allowing
wheelchair-accessible homes to be distributed throughout
the development. All two and three bedroom apartments
are dual aspect, and all apartments have 1.5m deep
balconies or inset terraces.
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* Manhattan: an open plan living space and bedroom that
the resident can configure to suit their needs.

F

C

Building Layout Strategy
Each of the ten blocks has its own core and entrance
lobby. The ground floor also contains residential ancillary
functions such as refuse, recycling, and cycle storage.

E

65% of the homes are dual aspect, with enhanced
outlook and cross ventilation.
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Block typologies

KEY

The aspiration to give all homes good outlook, and to
bring daylight into residential circulation, was an important
driver in the development of the design.

MANHATTAN
1B2P

This aspiration has developed in the form of two
complementary approaches, that optimize outlook and
aspect in different parts of the site. Nine of the ten
apartment buildings are based on these typologies,
while Block A responds individually to the neighbouring
Clementina Estate. All homes have private balconies or
terraces, as well as access to the varied shared landscape
spaces.

2B3P
2B4P
3B5P

12:00
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FRONT/BACK TYPOLOGY – BLOCK F
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21

03:46

N
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W

The majority of the apartment blocks are orientated northsouth with east-west outlook, with a high quality outlook
onto either landscaped areas or long views outside the
site. Blocks B and H run east-west with a main aspect
to the south. The buildings of this type are variations on
Block F illustrated here. Four of the eight flats are dual
aspect, and three out of the four remaining homes look
out over the shared landscape spaces that run through
the development, forming the ‘front’ of the building. The
eighth flat is a single bedroom homes with a corner
balcony orientated south accessed from the living room.

POINT BLOCK TYPOLOGY - BLOCK E
The two taller buildings looking out over Leyton Jubilee
Park, Blocks D & E, have good views on all sides. As in
the Block F typology the larger flats are positioned at the
corners, with dual aspect living rooms. The prime location
and greater height of these buildings is also reflected in
a dramatic glazed lobby that both orientates residents
and visitors as they come out of the lift and fills the lobby
with daylight. This glazed entrance slot link connects the
communal spaces into the landscape route through the
Lower Valley to Walthamstow Wetlands and Leyton Jubilee
Park in one direction, and to the wider city via buses and
overground in the other.

SUNLIGHT ANALYSIS
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4.8 Apartment typologies

5100

The majority of new homes are dual aspect, including
all those with a north aspect and all homes are provided
with a private outdoor amenity space as either a garden,
balcony or roof terrace.

Internal Doorways and Hallways
Hallways and doorways are suitably designed to enable
movement for the widest range of people, inclusive of
those using wheelchairs or mobility scooters or moving
furniture. Individual home entrance doors are located either
with straight on or right angle approaches. All doorways
within individual homes are provided with minimum clear
opening widths of 775mm with minimum 300mm nibs on
leading edge.
Circulation

Window Maintenance Strategy
All homes have windows designed to be cleaned by
residents. The size of the window panes and the window
opening mechanisms have been chosen to ensure that
these meet or exceed the criteria as defined by Building
Regulations Part K5.4 for safe access for cleaning
windows.

St
1.1 m²

Bathroom
4.3 m²

Utility
1.0 m²

1850

1450

St
0.5 m²

L/K/D
19.3 m²

2850

90% of new homes are designed to comply with Approved
Document Part M Category 2 (Accessible and Adaptable
Dwellings). 10% of new homes are designed to comply
with Category 3 (Wheelchair User Dwellings). Further
detail on Accessibility can be found in a later section of
this Design and Access Statement.

Entrances to all individual homes achieve the requirements
set out in the standard. Nibs of a minimum 300mm are
provided to the pull side leading edges of the doors, and a
minimum of 200mm to the push side leading edges of the
doors has been provided where possible in line with good
practice recommendations. Entry doors to communal areas
and homes will be provided with a minimum effective clear
opening width of 800mm with suitable ironmongery and
access control provisions. Clear turning circles of 1500mm
x 1500mm are provided immediately outside the unit
entrance doors along the circulation corridors which meets
additional good practice recommendations.

≥850

1050

Bedroom 1
11.5 m²

2900

Entrances

2150

The proposed homes within the development will provide
high quality residential accommodation with large gross
internal space standards for each individual dwelling which
meet the Mayor’s minimum unit sizes as set out in London
Plan Policy 3.5.

1800

Samples of typical unit layouts are shown on the right
to demonstrate how the design of homes meet the
requirements under Approved Document Part M4 (2)

2000

3450

The scheme is designed to meet the Mayor’s Housing SPG
and the London Plan. All homes either meet or exceed the
Nationally described Space Standards (NdSS).

the principle living space to enable people to see out
when seated. All living areas (principle living spaces) are
provided with glass screens comprising a hinged door of
maximum 15mm upstand, to access private balconies, in
order to meet this requirement. Windows are also required
to be approachable and usable by a wide range of people,
and all homes have the potential for suitable approach
routes to access and open a window within each habitable
room.

7700

Design Standards

Document Part M4(2)

Location of Devices and Controls
The positioning of all switches, controls and devices will
be provided at a height of between 450mm-1200mm
above floor level and at a minimum 300mm distance from
the corner of any room.

Balcony
5.0 m²

Location of Devices and Controls
The positioning of all switches, controls and devices will
be provided at a height of between 450mm-1200mm
above floor level and at a minimum 300mm distance from
the corner of any room.

MANHATTAN 1B1P APARTMENT EXAMPLE

Basic circulation provisions are required within homes, with
turning space for a wheelchair within the living room and
dining areas. All 1 bedroom homes are designed with open
plan living/dining/kitchen spaces, whilst some 2 bedroom
homes are provided with separate living rooms with shared
kitchen/dining areas. Turning circles within the living and
kitchen spaces meet the minimum requirements.
All bedrooms are provided with the required manoeuvring
space around the bed and have the required space to
approach the window.
Bathrooms
All bathrooms within the building have been designed with
suitably reinforced partition walls to enable immediate firm
fixing and support for adaptations such as grab rails.
All are provided with outward opening doors which aid
clear manoeuvring space within the rooms and meets
ADM requirements.
Glazing and Window Handle Heights
Regulations state that windows should be designed within
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4.9 Architectural concept
Informed by place
The historic architecture of the Clementina Estate
has inspired a material palette and built form that is
rooted in its context, expressed through a modern and
contemporary architectural language.
Brickwork will feature as a key material used throughout
the masterplan, celebrating its context by mirroring
its colour tones, thereby creating a warm, welcoming
environment.

The Lea Valley context of the site has influenced the
landscape and masterplan character of the proposals with
the evolution of an upper valley, mid valley and the lower
valley concept.
The “upper valley” reflected by sloped lawns and terraces
with steeper level changes, the communal space of
the “mid valley” in Clementina Square and the gentler
undulations of the “lower valley” depicted by meandering,
open landscape with a grasses dominated palette.

History

Driven by the flood strategy, the landscape offers a
sequence of open spaces along a strong north south
pedestrian and cycle focused route between Clementina
Road and Leyton Jubilee Park.

Taking inspiration from the
CLEMENTINA ESTATE

Pollard Thomas Edwards

Addressing the
LEA VALLEY

Dallas–Pierce–Quintero
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4.9 Architectural concept
Character Areas
The architectural and landscape concept is defined into
five character areas. Each one has been designed in
coordination with the landscape architects to respond to
the context and site opportunities. This is explored in more
detail within the Landscape chapter.
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03: Upper Valley
While the Lower Valley is designed to promote
movement and introduce pauses for interaction
and activity, the Upper Valley is framed by vertical
architectural elements that emphasise rest, while also
framing views into the park landscape beyond.

01: Clementina Square

The scale and materials of the square reflect those of the
Clementina Estate, stepping up from two storeys next to
the southernmost house in Perth Road to five storeys in
the parts of Building B and G fronting onto the square.
Views out of the predominantly green landscaped space
prioritise the main route to the park through the Lower
Valley, whose entrance is marked by the nursery and gym
colonnades.

LOWER
VALLEY

02: Lower Valley

LEYTON
JUBILEE PARK
GATEWAY

The Lower Valley carries the main architectural narrative
of transition from the residential scale and materials of
Clementina to the taller, lighter buildings that address
the park and the wider wetland landscape. The material
and formal palette – dark verticals supporting strata of
complementary brick that simplify at upper levels into
monochrome blocks with incised banding – encapsulate
the approach across the scheme. In the Lower Valley
balconies and other elements nearer the ground are used
asymmetrically to change the experience according to
direction of travel.

Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement

04: Mid Valley
This outdoor room both provides a more peaceful
place than the busy Clementina Square for residents
and neighbours to mingle, and introduces landscape
buffers to the rear gardens of the existing houses on
Clementina Road. Both the link through to Clementina
Road and the diagonal path from the new square will
provide glimpses of the park between the Upper Valley
terraces.

05: Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway

The gateway, as does the Lower Valley, is experienced
differently from town and park directions: the stepped
massing to the North conceals the height of Buildings D
and E, while the long views from the South accentuate
their slenderness, marking the main North South route to
the Lea Bridge Road and station.
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4.10 Character Areas
Character Area 01 - Clementina Square
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Clementina Square has evolved through the design
process to the current wholly cycle and pedestrian
accessible garden space that forms an open invitation to
existing Clementina residents. The architectural treatment
of this area combines references to the existing terraces in
materials and roof pitches, while introducing the themes of
strata and simpler, more abstract forms that will become
more prominent in the southern park-facing areas of the
development. Clementina Square is fronted by the public
uses that serve both new and existing residents - nursery,
gym and playable landscape – and the concierge at the
‘front door’ of the new development in Block A.

KEY

REAR ENTRANCE
KEY PLAN

NURSERY

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE
ROUTE

PRESSURE
REDUCTION
STATION
GYM

VEHICLE ROUTE
ENERGY
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WATER
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CLEMENTINA SQUARE SOUTH - BLOCK B AND BLOCK G NORTH ELEVATIONS
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CLEMENTINA SQUARE WEST - ELEVATION OF PERTH ROAD AND BLOCK A
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Clementina Square - Block A
Block A – the ‘front door’ of the development that houses
the concierge – picks up on the predominantly red facing
brick and London stock language of the Clementina
Estate. The tawny Brick Type 2 is a contemporary
equivalent to the traditional London stock, which in the
absence of the industrial grime and soot of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries can look very
bright. See 4.11 for brick specification. Many of the roof
slates in the Clementina houses have been replaced with
concrete tile; a small format clay tile is used here to refer
back to their origin at the turn of the last century and to
tie the pitched roofs in to the soft red clay bricks used in
Upper and Lower Valleys. Modest painted metal ramped
and stepped entrances are introduced here to overcome
level changes brought about by flood mitigation and to
bridge natural buffer planting in a way that will be a major
feature of the Lower Valley.
The Clementina Square landscaping also protects the
neighbours’ garden walls, using levels and planting to keep
the public at a distance that preserves their privacy and
security.

LIGHT-TONED BUFF
BRICKWORK

ROOF TILE

MID-TONED
REDDISH-BROWN
BRICKWORK

BRONZE TONE
CLADDING

PRECEDENT

BLOCK A ELEVATION

BLOCK A - BAY STUDY THROUGH ENTRANCE
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4.10 Character Areas
Clementina Square - Block B
The main volume of Block B continues the soft red
brick theme of Block A, which masks it from the main
Clementina approach. The pitched roof forms of Block A
are simplified as part of a more contemporary form whose
roofs are more continuous with the wall plane.
The Lower Valley gateway element uses the tawny Block
A brick to define the southern edge of Clementina Square
and compress the entrance into the Lower Valley, using
a colonnade to complement the treatment of the nursery
that forms the other half of the gateway to the main public
route through the site. See 4.11 for brick specification.

LIGHT-TONED BUFF
BRICKWORK

LIGHT-TONED REDDISH
BRICKWORK

EXPANDED MESH

BRICK DETAIL

PRECEDENT

BLOCK B ELEVATION
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Clementina Square frontage
The brick colonnade treatment of the nursery announces
its public function, while the dark brick backdrop
announces the plinth treatment of the Lower Valley.
The northern elevation of Block G, like that of Block
B, is played down to emphasise the public element on
the square. It uses the brick banding and integration of
balconies which is an important feature of the Lower Valley
in a restrained form that nonetheless sets up the language
of what will follow.

Nursery Accommodation
The nursery space is located at the north of block G,
fronting both the Clementina Square and the Lower Valley
route. In a quiet location, but still easily accessible for
those commuting from Lea Bridge Station.

RESIDENTS
GYM

CLEMENTINA SQUARE /
LOWER VALLEY

NURSERY

ISOMETRIC VIEW OF NURSERY CANOPY

The nursery space has been designed to ensure that it is
flexible and able to respond to any future needs. While it
would be provided with a secure play space to the west,
it would also benefit from the proximity of Leyton Jubilee
Park.
SECTION THROUGH GYM AND NURSERY FACING CLEMENTINA ESTATE

NURSERY PRECEDENT

1:250 CLEMENTINA SQUARE SOUTH ELEVATION - BLOCK B & BLOCK G
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4.10 Character Areas
Character Area 02 - Lower Valley

KEY

The layered language of the Lower Valley distills the
architectural narrative of Lea Bridge Gasworks. The
design of the buildings facing this richly landscaped space
frame the transition from urban to parkland and also from
materials at lower levels that respond to the landscape
and close views to smoother simpler detailing at higher
level designed to be seen from a distance.
The dark brick plinth forms a backdrop to the landscaping
at activity trail that runs through the site. Entrances
are approached by bridges across the native buffer
planting and rain-garden species that separate the public
pedestrian and cycle path from ground floor flats.
The banded brick strata that sit on the plinth use
materials and tones familiar from the Clementina Estate
to make brick balconies chamfered towards the north
and opening up to the path to provide privacy, enhance
sunlight conditions and differentiate the experience of
approaching the park form that of approaching the town.
See 4.11 for brick specification.

CONCIERGE
GYM

C

G

NURSERY

NURSERY
BINS STORE
GYM

CYCLE STORE
PLANT
MAIN ENTRANCE

ENERGY
CENTRE
WATER
TANK

REAR ENTRANCE
KEY PLAN

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE
ROUTE
VEHICLE ROUTE

The upper floors retain the banding in the form of
recessed horizontal joints, opening up the balconies to
wider views and relating to the taller parkside buildings.

CLEMENTINA SQUARE SOUTH - BLOCK B AND BLOCK G NORTH ELEVATIONS
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LIGHT-TONED BUFF
BRICKWORK

BRONZE TONE
CLADDING

MID-TONED BROWN
BRICKWORK

DARK GREY TONE
CLADDING

DARK GREY TONED
STACK BONDED BRICKWORK

BLOCK F - BAY STUDY
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4.10 Character Areas
Lower Valley Bridges
At the Lower Valley six bridges link the pedestrian/cycle
walkboard to the building entrances. Different variations
of ramps connect the external levels to the raised Ground
Floor in other buildings. The level changes respond to the
flood strategy and assist the private and public interface.
These bridges are lightweight using industrial materials
in contrast to the heavier masonry constructions and
the flowing planting. Open sided balustrades and metal
decking refer to the industrial heritage.
The number of bridges has been carefully considered
to ensure continuity in the soft landscape, and avoid
breaking up the landscape with too many ramps and
structures.

BLOCK ENTRANCE DOOR
RAISED GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
RAIN GARDENS/SUDS
RAISED CYCLE / PEDESTRIAN ROUTE

GROUND FLOOR
PRIVATE TERRACE

INDICATIVE ISOMETRIC
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G
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KEY PLAN

7.3M
6.9M

SECTION THROUGH BRIDGE

BLOCK C AND F ELEVATION
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4.10 Character Areas
Lower Valley Primary Building Entrances
Building entrances are celebrated to give residents pride
in their homes. The images on this page show the primary
entrances to the buildings in the Lower Valley. These
entrances approached by ramped bridges feature arched
openings inspired by the historical Clementina Estate
double arched doors.
To announce entrances in the oblique, a metal cladding
reveal provides covered access weather protection
offering contrast in colour and texture to the surrounding
masonry.

INDICATIVE RENDER

CLEMENTINA ESTATE PRECEDENT

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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G
C

F

KEY PLAN

FRONT ELEVATION

SIDE ELEVATION

BLOCK F ELEVATION
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4.10 Character Areas
Lower Valley Secondary Building Entrances
Building entrances are celebrated to give residents pride
in their homes. The images on this page show indicative
proposals for secondary entrances to the buildings in the
Lower Valley. These entrances are predominantly adjacent
to vehicular and cycle routes to provide ease of amenity
and choice for residents.
To ensure that these secondary entrances create a
sense of arrival a metal cladding reveal is provided to
give covered access while offering contrast in colour and
texture to the surrounding masonry. Reference is made to
the Clementina estate arches.
Through entrances are achieved across blocks, where a
direct visual connection through the block is maintained,
ensuring a direct connection between primary &
secondary entrances.
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4.10 Character Areas
Character Area 03 - Upper Valley
In contrast to the emphasis on movement and horizontality
that characterize the Lower Valley, the Upper Valley
is seen as a place of pause and rest. Residents and
neighbours can find their way to the park, but the route
does not drive the architecture in the same way as in
the Lower Valley. Transitions between materials and the
arrangement of balconies instead emphasise verticality.

J
I

LOWER VALLEY - BLOCK J WEST ELEVATION

Pollard Thomas Edwards

CONCIERGE
GYM
NURSERY
BINS STORE
CYCLE STORE
PLANT

Levels and planting are also different here, with building
entrances set at the top of grassed and planted terraces,
in place of the plinth that frames the more horizontal
landscape forms of the Lower Valley.
Block H steps down to the rear along the site boundary
respecting existing properties and their back gardens.

KEY

H

MAIN ENTRANCE
REAR ENTRANCE
KEY PLAN

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE
ROUTE

ARQIVA
PLANT
NURSERY

VEHICLE ROUTE

LOWER VALLEY - BLOCK H WEST ELEVATION
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Blocks I & J
A traditional red multi facing brick is here combined with
the tawny ‘contemporary stock’ that is used throughout
the development, which is used here to delineate the
‘family’ of taller buildings facing the park. See 4.11 for
brick specification.
LIGHT-TONED BUFF
BRICKWORK

LIGHT-TONED REDDISH
BRICKWORK

MID-TONED
REDDISH-BROWN
BRICKWORK

BRICK DETAIL

RED TONE
CLADDING

BRONZE TONE
CLADDING

BLOCK C - BAY STUDY THROUGH ENTRANCE
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4.10 Character Areas
Character Area 04 - Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway

KEY

The Leyton Jubilee Park gateway is the culmination of
the themes established in the Lower Valley, vertically
and horizontally. It reads both as the culmination of the
narrative from Clementina Square and as the interface
with the park, balancing Blocks I and J to the east. The
sense of arrival between Block D & E is first met by the
park boundary gate further articulated by intricate lower
level brick detailing and chamfered floor plates opening
the Lower Valley up to Leyton Jubilee Park.
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KEY PLAN
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Blocks D & E
The point block typology of Blocks D&E calls for a
development of the architectural language of the lower
valley, and they also culminate the dynamic horizontal
elements that structure the Lower Valley route. These
colour-banded lower elements interlock with upper level
and full height pieces with more restrained recessed joint
banding in paler brick. See 4.11 for brick specification.
The terminating elements then use pale cream brick in
slender piers and flush, matching pointing to read from
the park as tall discrete volumes with openings increasing
in size towards the top. This develops the horizontal and
vertical themes used in the development, and provides a
visual counterpoint from the marshes to the completed
Motion development to the north, as discussed in early
meetings with LB Waltham Forest.

LIGHT-TONED BUFF
BRICKWORK

LIGHT-TONED SMOOTH
BRICKWORK

GRC / PRECAST

BRICK DETAIL

BRONZE TONE
CLADDING

BLOCK E - BAY STUDY
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4.11 Materials
Materials and details approach
The predominant material within the blocks will be brick,
in response to the surrounding context. Taking inspiration
from the adjacent Clementina Estate, a series of key
principles have been established, with the intention to
create variety through the rich use of hierarchy in brick
detailing. It is proposed that the facades will also use
small elements of complimentary materials including
precast panels, GRC, and metal.

LIGHT-TONED BUFF
BRICKWORK

The junctions between materials are critical, and
will be handled in a straightforward way with refined
contemporary detailing.

- Ivanhoe Cream Classic
or equivalent type

MID-TONED BROWN
BRICKWORK
- Bradgate Medium Grey
or equivalent type

LIGHT-TONED
SMOOTH
BRICKWORK
- Diamond White
or equivalent type

MID-TONED
REDDISH-BROWN
BRICKWORK
- Warnham Red Stock
or equivalent type

LIGHT-TONED
REDDISH BRICKWORK
- Surrey Light Multi
or equivalent type

DARK GREY STACK
EXPANDED MESH
BONDED BRICKWORK
- Staffordshire Smooth Blue
or equivalent type

GRC/PRECAST

BRONZE TONE
CLADDING

CLAY ROOF TILES

BROWN ROOF

DARK GREY TONE
CLADDING

RED TONE
CLADDING

CLEMENTINA ESTATE
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Clementina Square and Lower Valley
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W10

MATERIALS KEY
EXTERNAL WALLS
W1- Light-toned buff brickwork:
Ivanhoe Cream Classic or equivalent type
W2- Light-toned smooth brickwork:
Diamond White or equivalent type
W3- Light-toned reddish brickwork:
Surrey Light Multi or equivalent type
W4- Mid-toned reddish-brown brickwork:
Warnham Red Stock or equivalent type
W5- Mid-toned brown brickwork:
Bradgate Medium Grey or equivalent type
W6- Dark grey stack bonded brickwork:
Staffordshire Smooth Blue or equivalent type
W7- Masonry feature recess.
W8- Brickwork with recessed courses.
W9- Feature brickwork projection.
W10- Coping to masonry walling to match adjacent
brickwork.
W11- String course. Pale tone horizontal band. GRC or
precast concrete horizontal string course.
W12- Projecting cill. GRC or precast concrete.
W13- Aluminium cladding. Bronze tone.
W14- Aluminium cladding. Dark grey tone.
W15- Aluminium cladding. Red tone.
W16- Spandrel/Over Panel. Aluminium PPC finished flush
with frame, integrated louvres where needed. Bronze tone.
W17- Spandrel/Over Panel. Aluminium PPC finished,integrated louvres where needed. Dark grey tone.
W18- Spandrel/Over Panel. Aluminium PPC finished,
integrated louvres where needed. Red tone.
W19- Window head. Brick chamfered window head.

W7

W7
W16

W16

G1

G1

M1

W16

G1
M1

W16

W1

W1

W17

W5

W17

G2
M2

W17
E8

M5

W17

W6

E1

M9

ROOFS
R1- Pitched roofs. Clay tile. Internal gutter details.
R2- Aluminium square rain water pipe. Bronze tone.

M12

C1

M12

METALWORK/BALCONIES
M1- Balcony PPC metal flats balustrade. Bronze tone.
M2- Balcony PPC metal flats balustrade. Dark grey tone.
M3- Balcony PPC metal flats balustrade. Red tone.
M4- Balcony PPC metal solid balustrade. Bronze tone.
M5- Balcony PPC metal solid balustrade. Dark grey tone.
M6- Juliet balcony PPC metal balustrade. Bronze tone.
M7- Privacy screen. PPC metal flats. Red tone.
M8- Railing PPC metal flats. Bronze tone.

M9- Railing PPC metal flats. Dark grey tone.
M10- Railing PPC metal flats. Red tone.
M11- Lasercut powder coated metal screen. Bronze tone.
M12- Bridges balustrade
GLAZING/WINDOWS
G1- Residential windows. High performance window units
with PPC external finish. Bronze tone.
G2- Residential windows. High performance window units
with PPC external finish. Dark grey tone.
G3- Residential windows. High performance window units
with PPC external finish. Red tone.
G4- Glazing to non-residential uses. Hinged or sliding
entry doors, with PPC external finish.
G5- Louvres above glazing to non-residential uses. PPC
external finish, face flush with adjacent frame.
ENTRANCES
E1- Entrance to communal residential lobby. Glazed entry
doors with fixed side panels, PPC external finish. Dark
grey tone.
E2- Entrance to communal residential lobby. Glazed entry
doors with fixed side panels, PPC external finish. Red
tone.
E3- Entrance to communal residential lobby. Glazed entry
doors with fixed side panels, PPC external finish. Bronze
tone.
E4- Back door to communal residential Lobby. Glazed
entry doors with fixed side panels.
E5- Service Doors to back of house (cycles, refuse &
plant), integrated PPC louvres as required.
E6- Service Doors. doors to back of house (cycles, refuse
& plant), integrated PPC louvres as required.
E7- Public/private demise gates system. Bronze tone.
E8- Canopy/door reveal. PPC steel/aluminium canopies.
Dark grey tone.
E9- Canopy/door reveal. PPC steel/aluminium canopies.
Bronze tone.
CYCLE STORES
C1- Residents cycle store enclosure. Secure cycle parking. Expanded metal mesh cladding. Dark grey tone.
C2- External residents cycle store.
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MATERIALS KEY

W10

W13

W10
W2

W13

W13

G1

W13

W12

G1

G1

W13

M1
W12

EXTERNAL WALLS
W1- Light-toned buff brickwork:
Ivanhoe Cream Classic or equivalent type
W2- Light-toned smooth brickwork:
Diamond White or equivalent type
W3- Light-toned reddish brickwork:
Surrey Light Multi or equivalent type
W4- Mid-toned reddish-brown brickwork:
Warnham Red Stock or equivalent type
W5- Mid-toned brown brickwork:
Bradgate Medium Grey or equivalent type
W6- Dark grey stack bonded brickwork:
Staffordshire Smooth Blue or equivalent type
W7- Masonry feature recess.
W8- Brickwork with recessed courses.
W9- Feature brickwork projection.
W10- Coping to mansory walling to match adjacent
brickwork.
W11- String course. Pale tone horizontal band. GRC or
precast concrete horizontal string course.
W12- Projecting cill. GRC or precast concrete.
W13- Aluminium cladding. Bronze tone.
W14- Aluminium cladding. Dark grey tone.
W15- Aluminium cladding. Red tone.
W16- Spandrel/Over Panel. Aluminium PPC finished flush
with frame, integrated louvres where needed. Bronze tone.
W17- Spandrel/Over Panel. Aluminium PPC finished,integrated louvres where needed. Dark grey tone.
W18- Spandrel/Over Panel. Aluminium PPC finished,
integrated louvres where needed. Red tone.
W19- Window head. Brick chamfered window head.
ROOFS
R1- Pitched roofs. Clay tile. Internal gutter details.
R2- Aluminium square rain water pipe. Bronze tone.

G1

METALWORK/BALCONIES
M1- Balcony PPC metal flats balustrade. Bronze tone.
M2- Balcony PPC metal flats balustrade. Dark grey tone.
M3- Balcony PPC metal flats balustrade. Red tone.
M4- Balcony PPC metal solid balustrade. Bronze tone.
M5- Balcony PPC metal solid balustrade. Dark grey tone.
M6- Juliet balcony PPC metal balustrade. Bronze tone.
M7- Privacy screen. PPC metal flats. Red tone.
M8- Railing PPC metal flats. Bronze tone.

W2
W8

M9- Railing PPC metal flats. Dark grey tone.
M10- Railing PPC metal flats. Red tone.
M11- Lasercut powder coated metal screen. Bronze tone.
M12- Bridges balustrade
GLAZING/WINDOWS
G1- Residential windows. High performance window units
with PPC external finish. Bronze tone.
G2- Residential windows. High performance window units
with PPC external finish. Dark grey tone.
G3- Residential windows. High performance window units
with PPC external finish. Red tone.
G4- Glazing to non-residential uses. Hinged or sliding
entry doors, with PPC external finish.
G5- Louvres above glazing to non-residential uses. PPC
external finish, face flush with adjacent frame.
ENTRANCES
E1- Entrance to communal residential lobby. Glazed entry
doors with fixed side panels, PPC external finish. Dark
grey tone.
E2- Entrance to communal residential lobby. Glazed entry
doors with fixed side panels, PPC external finish. Red
tone.
E3- Entrance to communal residential lobby. Glazed entry
doors with fixed side panels, PPC external finish. Bronze
tone.
E4- Back door to communal residential Lobby. Glazed
entry doors with fixed side panels.
E5- Service Doors to back of house (cycles, refuse &
plant), integrated PPC louvres as required.
E6- Service Doors. doors to back of house (cycles, refuse
& plant), integrated PPC louvres as required.
E7- Public/private demise gates system. Bronze tone.
E8- Canopy/door reveal. PPC steel/aluminium canopies.
Dark grey tone.
E9- Canopy/door reveal. PPC steel/aluminium canopies.
Bronze tone.
CYCLE STORES
C1- Residents cycle store enclosure. Secure cycle parking. Expanded metal mesh cladding. Dark grey tone.
C2- External residents cycle store.
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4.12 Pressure Reduction Station Screening
The adjacent diagrams illustrate the PRS (Pressure
Reduction Station) boundary treatment proposals.
1

The perimeter of the PRS will be screened with a 2.5m high
feature brick wall which will be softened with vegetation
where possible. Where there is limited space for vegetation,
habitat boxes will add biodiversity and visual interest.

2

A

4
A

3

The design of the wall references the framed gasholders of
past and local historic garden walls. Clean contemporary
framing with traditional brick detailing.
GASHOLDER

PRS BOUNDARY WALL ELEVATION STUDIES

ACCESS GATE

PRS BOUNDARY WALL ELEVATION 1 - NORTH

Pollard Thomas Edwards

2.5M BRICK WALL

ORNAMENTAL
SHRUB PLANTING

2.5M BRICK WALL

HEDGEROW

LOCAL GARDEN WALLS - BLOXHALL ROAD

ORNAMENTAL
SHRUB PLANTING

FOOTWAY

PRS BOUNDARY WALL ELEVATION 2 - EAST
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BLOCK F

BLOCK I

2.5M BRICK WALL

PRS

INSET BALCONY
FOR ADDED
PRIVACY

INDICATIVE PRS EQUIPMENT

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK
BLOCK G

BLOCK F/G

PRS

BLOCK J
PRIVATE AMENITY OUTLOOK

PRS BOUNDARY WALL SECTION AA’

HEDGEROW

EXISTING
MATURE
TREES

PRS BOUNDARY WALL ELEVATION 3 - SOUTH
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Landscaping and Biodiversity
5.1 Landscape Vision
5.2 Landscape Strategy
5.3 Landscape Masterplan
5.4 Clementina Square
5.5 The Upper Valley
5.6 Mid Valley
5.7 The Lower Valley
5.8 Open Space Context
5.9 Amenity Space Calculations and Play Zones
5.10 Play Strategy and Activity Trail
5.11 Hard Landscape Materials
5.12 Soft Landscape - Tree Palette
5.13 Soft Landscape - Planting Palette
5.14 Greening and Biodiversity Strategy
5.15 Private and Public Amenity Space
5.16 Street Furniture
5.17 Boundaries and PRS Screening
5.18 SUDS Strategy
5.19 Lighting Strategy
5.20 Landscape Management and Maintenance

5.1 Landscape Vision
Lea Bridge Gasworks has evolved as part of a landscape
led process. In establishing a vision we mapped the
site’s heritage and natural assets both on site and in the
local context. We considered our neighbours wants and
needs, and the lack of connectivity from north to south,
and we looked at the wider Lee Valley and the quality of
ecological habitat present along this ‘living landscape’.
The landscape vision responded to this context and
set out an approach to help shape the masterplanning
process.
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It offers a way in which to celebrate the site’s history while
creating a distinctive place within which a new community
will start their story.
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Lea Bridge Gasworks provides an opportunity to create
a stepping stone between the urban backdrop of Leyton
and the Lee Valley Regional Park. The development
proposals bring forward a rich sequence of landscape
spaces for play, recreation and movement, bringing
together existing residents and a new community at key
gateways in to the site.

“A STE PPING STONE BE T WEEN THE
URBA N BACKDROP OF L E Y TON A ND THE
L E E VA L L E Y REGION A L PA RK”

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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5.2 Landscape Strategy
The landscape vision has underpinned the development
of five character areas within the site. These have evolved
in response to their location within the scheme and the
immediate landscape and townscape context, including
the heritage narrative. The broad character areas help to
define the form and function of the spaces within them,
which in turn has helped develop the detail at a much
more granular level.
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5.3 Landscape Masterplan
CLEMENTINA SQUARE
The Clementina Square character area sits at the
threshold of the site to the north and addresses existing
terraced housing along Clementina Road. It acts as
a space to ‘come together’ for both existing and new
residents. Further in to the site the landscape character
has taken reference from the site’s location within
the wider Lee Valley to create three distinct ‘Valley’
character areas that wind their way through the scheme,
culminating in the Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway, which
has views out to the park, linking both visually and
physically with the Leyton Jubilee Park and the wider
footpath network to the south.

A Village green at the heart of the community.

1

UPPER VALLEY
A multi levelled garden space offering doorstep activity along with views
and access in to the park.

2

MID VALLEY
A peaceful communal garden space for both new and existing residents.

3

LOWER VALLEY
A linear park winds through the development to the south,
linking Clementina Square with Leyton Jubilee Park.

4

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK GATEWAY
A gateway to the south.

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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5.4 Clementina Square
B

A

informal seating

A

ORCHARD
FORAGE

B

COMMUNITY

GATHERING

PLAY

A village green at the heart of the community

MEET

informal play

ARRIVE

amenity space

Clementina Square provides a shared space for both new and existing residents. A
proposed pedestrian and cycle link through the square connects existing residents with
the development and Leyton Jubilee Park beyond. The main entrance to the site from
Clementina road is defined by cobbles which leads to a ‘village green’ surrounded by
wildflower planting and street trees, forming a backdrop and gateway to the built form
beyond. A secondary pedestrian and cycle entrance takes a route through a formal grid
of orchard tree planting. An informal play space lies at the heart of the space.
—
—
—
—
—

Informal seating
Informal playspace
Wildflower meadow
Lawns for playing and picnicking
Proposed orchard tree planting

wildflower meadow

Pollard Thomas Edwards

pocket orchard
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block A

site boundary

SECTION AA

ramped access
to block A

existing feature
gate post to be
retained

pedestrian/cycle
route

lawn

pocket orchard tree
planting

informal play

enclosure for sub
station

wildflower meadow

block G

site boundary

SECTION BB

pedestrian
route

pocket orchard tree
planting
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informal play

pedestrian
route

species rich
grassland and
feature tree

vehicular/pedestrian/cycle route
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5.5 The Upper Valley

RELAX
SEATING

INFORMAL PLAY

CONNECT
MEANDER

VIEWS

WILD

C
seating wall

D

C
D

A multi levelled garden space offering doorstep
activity with views and access into Leyton Jubilee
Park.

informal play

terraced landscape

The Upper Valley combines sloped lawns and terraces alongside doorstep play to provide
a recreational space for residents. The entrances to Block I and J are accessed via
ramped routes flanked by soft landscape making this a dynamic and interesting space to
explore. A meandering central route gives direct access to Leyton Jubilee Park. Beyond
the southern boundary existing trees within the park offer instant maturity to the space.
Proposed planting to the boundaries extends the existing wildlife corridors within the
park and offers an attractive outlook for residents.
—
—
—
—

Terraces and lawns
Meandering paths
Informal doorstep play features
Woodland style planting punctuated with colour

informal playpath
meandering

Pollard Thomas Edwards

woodland style planting
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block I

block J

SECTION CC

terracing

stepped access
to block J

lawn

terracing

private terrace

block J

site boundary

SECTION DD

private terrace

max 1:3

wildlife corridor
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5.6 The Mid Valley

RELAX
SEATING
GATHERING

PEACEFUL

E

SENSORY

COMMUNITY

EATING

raised
lawn planters

backdrop of native trees

E

Mid Valley offers a peaceful communal garden
space for both new and existing residents

sensory planting

Scented and colourful planting is combined with lawns to offer a peaceful amenity
space at the heart of the development. Proposed soft landscape and subtle changes in
landform to the northern boundary provide some visual separation from private gardens
and upper floors of terraced houses on Clementina Road. Planting to the south provides
separation between the amenity space and shared surface route to the north of the
PRS. The south of the space is defined by a feature brick wall which forms the PRS
boundary. The activity trail culminates at Mid Valley, bringing together sensory play
features, history and movement.
—
—
—
—

Green backdrop to terraces on Clementina Road
Seasonal planting for all year round interest
Sensory planting and activities
Informal play features

feature wall to PRS boundary

Pollard Thomas Edwards

informal play
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site boundary

site boundary

SECTION EE

boundary tree
planting

sensory
planting

lawn
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vehicular/pedestrian/cycle route

PRS boundary
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5.7 The Lower Valley

PLAY
ACTIVITY TRAIL

F

WILDFLOWERS

PARKLAND TREES

F

HISTORIC

BRIDGES

informal play

pollinator friendly planting

G

G

This linear park winds through the development to
the south, linking Clementina Square with Leyton
Jubilee Park

broad central route

The Lower Valley combines soft grasses and woodland style planting with play on the
way, SUDS features and spaces to sit and relax. Raised front doors means private
amenity spaces are separated from the main green route through the use of defensible
planting set on sloped banks. Access to front doors across bridges allows this space to
feel activated and useable with a broad central path for both cyclists and pedestrians.
The gasholder locations are referenced through lighting features along this central route.
—
—
—
—
—

Combined cycle and pedestrian route
Play on the way features and activity trail
Lawns and seating
Safe lit route at night
Woodland style planting

boardwalk
informal
play

Pollard Thomas Edwards

informal play
parkland
trees
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block F

block C

SECTION FF

bridged access to block C building core

raised central
route

accessible amenity space
with informal play

valley side
max 1:3 gradient

private terrace

private
terrace

block E

block D

SECTION GG

valley side
max 1:3 gradient
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SuDS feature
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raised central
route

valley side
max 1:3 gradient

private terrace
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5.8 Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway

PLAY
VIEWS

MEADOW

HISTORY
GATEWAY

curved native hedge

The gateway to the south

informal seating in meadow planting

informal play

park gateway

This space sits at the transition between the Lower Valley and Leyton Jubilee Park. It
integrates seating and informal play within a meadow grassland setting, which in turn
links to the more informal grassland within Leyton Jubilee Park. Detail here includes a
circular hedgerow, which helps define this gateway, encloses the play space here that
features on our interactive play trail and references the location of the former gasholder.
— Meadow grassland punctuated by structural tree and hedge planting
— Informal play and seating enclosed by hedgerow
— Views out to the park

boardwalk
soft
meadow planting

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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5.8 Open Space Context
The application site benefits from its location within the
Lee Valley, with access to a number of existing public
open spaces and leisure facilities within walking distance
as illustrated within the diagram opposite.
To the immediate south of the site Leyton Jubilee Park
contains a wide range of facilities and has been subject
to considerable investment in recent years, improvements
have been made to existing facilities as well as the
expansion of the site with extensive new facilities at Ive
farm including formal sports provision, wildlife areas,
paths and a community building. The diagram on the
opposite page illustrates the application sites relationship
with Leyton Jubilee Park. The northern extent of the park
which borders the application site functions as an ‘Active
Zone’ with informal sports provision. To the south of the
Lammas school and east of the application site a large
play area caters for a range of age groups.

Low Hall Sports
Ground

Kids Hackney
Adventure
Playground

Leyton County
Cricket Ground
Lee Valley
Riding Centre

Millfields
Cricket Pitch

1000M

Leyton
Jubilee Park

WaterWorks Centre
Nature Reserve &
Middlesex Filter Beds

Lee Valley Ice
Skating Centre

400M

The open space proposed as part of the development
aims to complement the extensive open space provision
within the vicinity of the site by providing a series of
distinct landscape spaces which are influenced by the
character of the local landscape context.

100M

The application site benefits from its proximity to the Lee
Valley Regional Park, approximately a 5-minute walk away
to the south west of Orient Way. The Lee Valley Regional
Park offers extensive recreational opportunities. The
proposals will improve connectivity to Lee Valley Regional
Park for existing residents who will benefit from the
improved pedestrian and cycle links.

Ive farm
sports ground

Hackney Marshes Pavilion & Stoke
Newington Cricket Club

t
be
i za
El
n ark
ee c P
Q u pi
To lym
O

East Marsh
Football Pitches

h

Lee Valley Hockey &
Tennis Centre

Open space lost as a result of the
development
Area of open space proposed by the
development

0 ha

Application site

Destinations

Distance from site

National Cycle Network
route 1

Public open space
11,109m2

Pedestrian / Cycle route

Lee Valley Regional Park
Allotments
Play areas

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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Lammas School

Leyton Jubilee Park Map-Waltham Forest Council

Leyton Jubilee Park
A series of proposed pedestrian routes and new tree planting could integrate the
development with Leyton Jubilee Park, creating a meaningful link between the two. It is
envisaged that the precise nature of these enhancements will be agreed with the London
Borough of Waltham Forest (subject to necessary consents) and will be secured via a
Section 106 legal agreement, as required.
In principle, the aim is for these routes to border the park and create a circular route
that takes in both the Lower and Upper Valley of the site. Routes would then also
extend further east towards the Jubilee Park Pavilion and south towards Marsh Lane.
Such additions would help to embed the development proposals into the local context,
improving permeability between the Clementina Estate and Lea Bridge Road to the north
and Leyton Jubilee Park to the south.

ane

hL
ars

M

Existing tree planting
Proposed footpath connection
Proposed tree planting
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5.9 Amenity Space Calculations and Play Zones
Provision has been made for dedicated play space across
the scheme. These areas offer of a combination of
formal and informal playable space as described in the
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG).

Based on the figures calculated above the application
scheme complies with the GLA SPG and offers an over
provision of informal and formal 0 - 11
on-site, achieving 10sqm of dedicated play per child.

Using the ‘SPG play space requirement calculator’ which
allocates a GLA benchmark of 10sqm of dedicated play
space per child, a total of 2,080m2 play space is required.
The plan and table below indicate the breakdown of these
spaces across the scheme.

Given the proximity of facilities within Leyton Jubilee Park,
provision of 12+ play space has not been allocated within
the scheme. However, in addition to the accessible off site
facilities, the scope and design of the play and activity
trail is pitched at engaging children of all ages, linking
with facilities within Jubilee Park. It should encourage
interaction between ages and create informal activities for
older children.

In summary the scheme seeks to provide the following;
Total play area = 1,603m2
0-5 dedicated formal / informal play area = 913m2
5-11 dedicated formal / informal play area = 690m2

GLA PLAYSPACE CALCULATION FOR LEA BRIDGE GASWORKS
Number
of
children

Percentage

Play Typology

Provision @ 10 m2 per
child

Under 5

91

44%

Doorstep Playable
Space

910m2

5 to 11

69

33%

Local Playable
Space

690m2

12+

48

23%

Youth Space

480m2

Total

208

100%

Required Provision

2,080 m2

Age

SPG Provision
for developments
with 80+ children

Further detail

Size of space required: 1,600 m2 (not including 12+)

0-5s

5-11s

12+

On-site local or
neighbourhood
playable
space

Typology: Doorstep Playable Space
Min size: 910 m2
Examples of facilities: landscaping, climbable objects,
fixed equipment, seating, sand and water play. Location:
Residential areas, pocket parks, public squares

Typology: Local Playable Space
Min size: 690 m2
On-site youth space Examples of facilities: landscaping, equipment,
multigames/ball walls, basketball, kick about, seating
and sand Location: Residential areas, local parks
If area is within
800m of existing
facilities for 12+, an
off-site contribution
may be considered if in
accordance with play
strategy

Typology: Youth Space
Min size: 614 m2
Examples of facilities: informal sport and recreation,
climbing walls, kick about area, landscaping, seating on
the edge, youth shelter, outdoor space
Location: Residential areas, adjacent to community
facilities, local parks etc.

Lea Bridge Gasworks Scheme Provision
Compliance with SPG

Total provided: 1,603m2

Yes, supported with on-site playable
informal and formal spaces

Formal and
Informal playable
total = 913m2

Yes, supported with on-site playable
informal and formal spaces

Formal and
Informal playable
total = 690m2

Supported with
off-site playable space

0 - 5’s Doorstep Playable Space
5 - 11’s Local Playable Space

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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5.10 Play Strategy and Activity Trail
LINK T O CLEMEN T IN A R OAD

LINK T O LE A
BR IDGE R OAD

A
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Elements along the activity trail will be multi-faceted and
may perform any number of the following functions:
• Wayfinding
• Promoting physical activity
• Informal play
• Revealing the site’s history
• Revealing local wildlife and habitats
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The play strategy for the site ties in with an intention
to deliver a site-specific activity trail. The activity trail
will act as a vehicle to link the various character areas
within the scheme. Subject to the necessary consents
for enhancements within Leyton Jubilee Park, the activity
trail could then extend to become a circular route
incorporating new and existing paths in both the park and
the development.
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The detailed resolution of the activity trail proposals will
be further explored as part of the detailed design. The
diagram opposite illustrates the activity trail concept, and
the elements or functions which will activate each aspect
of the trail. The following pages provide further details of
how each
space will contribute to the activity trail.

WE
SPORTS
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LINK T O
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Application boundary
PARKL

Play area

AN

SuDs feature
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Sensory planting
Communal space
Heritage feature
View to Jubilee Park
Sports field
Biodiverse planting
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5.10 Play Strategy and Activity Trail

This arrival space includes a ‘village green’ which provides
opportunities for gathering and play.
Retention of the existing gate posts and cobbles
references the sites heritage. A pocket orchard reveals a
history of market gardening within the Lee Valley.

At the gateway to the Lower Valley there is a nursery and
Gym at either side of the square. This community focused
flexible space provides opportunities for gathering and
events.

The Lower Valley linear park provides a series of
multifunctional spaces with a focus around play, SuDs
and biodiversity. There is an opportunity to reference
the location of the existing gasholders through paving
inserts and lighting features. Play features provide further
opportunities to reveal biodiversity and heritage.

Jubilee Park Gateway takes advantage of direct views into
Leyton Jubilee Park. Hedgerow planting along the line of
the gasholders makes a reference to the sites heritage
and acts as a threshold to Leyton Jubilee Park to the
south. Doorstep play features provide further opportunities
for activity.

PLAY

EVENTS

PLAY

PLAY

HERITAGE

SEATING

HERITAGE

VIEWS

BIODIVERSITY

Leyton Jubilee Park Gateway

BIODIVERSITY

Lower Valley

COMMUNITY

Community Hub

BIODIVERSITY

Clementina Square

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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5.10 Play Strategy and Activity Trail

Activity within the Upper Valley focuses around doorstep
play opportunities and a connection with the park via
views and a proposed footpath. Existing green corridors
within the park are extended into the development to
provide opportunities for activity relating to biodiversity.
Lighting features reveal the gasholder locations.

Mid Valley offers opportunities for informal gathering
amongst a backdrop of rich sensory planting which
encourages interaction from people and wildlife alike. The
feature brick walls screening the PRS lend a materiality
which references the sites industrial heritage.

November 2020

SENSORY

SPORTS

BIODIVERSITY
SPORT
Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement

COMMUNAL

The activity trail includes the northern extent of Leyton
Jubilee Park which is defined as an ‘active zone’with
opportunities for informal sports and communal activities.

HERITAGE

The parkland edge marks a transition between the
development and Leyton Jubillee Park. Play on the way
features draw inspiration from local wildlife and habitats.
Existing green corridors within the park are extended into
the development to provide further biodiversity benefits.

PLAY

Mid Valley

HERITAGE

Upper Valley

COMMUNAL

Jubilee Park Sports

PLAY

Parkland Edge
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5.11 Hard Landscape Materials
The hierarchy of materials proposed contributes to
defining key public and private spaces. The materials
selected have been informed by the function of each
space providing longevity and quality to the hard
landscapes and contributing to their character.
The threshold between Clementina road and Clementina
square is defined by the existing retained cobbles. A
uniform surface links Clementina Square with the Nursery
and Mid Valley helping to unify the overall street scene
and slow traffic to the shared surface routes.
The linear pedestrian/cycle route through the Lower
Valley consists of a raised central route with resin bound
surfacing. Metal bridges connect the boardwalk to
individual entrance cores, defining the interface between
public and private.
Resin bound surfacing is proposed to the meandering
pedestrian routes within the Upper Valley which enhance
the informal character of the space.
Beyond the application boundary the informal route
connecting the Upper and Lower Valleys uses self binding
gravel following the precedent set elsewhere with Leyton
Jubilee Park.

Gravel and grass reinforcement system
Porous resin bound surfacing to Upper
and Lower Valley routes
Bridged access to Lower Valley buildings
Porous bitmac surfacing to
Clementina square, Mid valley and
shared surface routes / footpaths
Footpaths and private terraces
Feature entrance cobbles
Self binding gravel path to Leyton Jubilee
Park

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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Feature Entrance Paving
Existing Reclaimed Cobble Sett Paving

Clementina Square and Shared Surfaces
Buff and Regular Bitmac surface

Footpaths and Private Terraces
Textured Concrete Conservation Flag Paving
Colour: Silver Grey & Harvest Buff

Self binding gravel path
to Leyton Jubilee Park

Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement
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Maintenance access and
turning heads
Gravel and Grass
reinforcement system

Lower and Upper Valley Pedestrian Routes
Buff Porous Resin Bound Gravel

Lower Valley access to buildings
Metal Bridges

Road Kerbs Flush and Raised
Silver Grey Conservation kerb
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5.12 Soft Landscape -Tree Strategy
The adjacent plan and accompanying species palette
shows typical tree species and their locations within each
area of the proposal.
This plan clearly shows how each key space is defined by
the character of the proposed trees, which helps to give
structure, form and identity to each area.
Tree species have been chosen carefully to help define
the character of each key space giving structure, form
and identity to each area with a commitment to the
inclusion of native tree species.

STREET TREES
Acer campestre

Field Maple

Acer platanoides ‘Emerald Queen’ Norway Maple
Liriodendron tulipifera

Tulip Tree

Platanus x hispanica

London Plane

Prunus Avium ‘Plena’

Wild Cherry

Quercus robur

English Oak

Tilia cordata ‘Greenspire’

Small leafed Lime

Street feature trees
Street trees
Clementina Square feature trees
Clementina Square orchard trees
Lower Valley feature trees
Lower Valley parkland trees
Mid Valley feature trees
Mid Valley parkland trees
Upper Valley feature trees
Upper Valley parkland trees
Platanus x hispanica

Prunus Avium ‘Plena’

Pollard Thomas Edwards

Tilia cordata
‘Greenspire’

Northern boundary feature trees
Northern boundary trees
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LOWER VALLEY TREES

CLEMENTINA SQUARE TREES

MID VALLEY TREES

UPPER VALLEY TREES

Malus ‘Golden Hornet’

Crab apple

Amelanchier lamarckii

Serviceberry

Carpinus betulus

Hornbeam

Acer campestre

Field maple

Malus ‘Rudolph’

Crab apple

Betula nigra

River birch

Tilia cordata ‘Rancho’

Small leaved lime

Alnus cordata

Italian alder

Prunus x subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’

Winter cherry

Betula pubescens

Downy birch

Malus ‘Rudolph’

Crab apple Rudolph

Amelanchier lamarckii

Serviceberry

Quercus palustris

Pin oak

Betula utilis jacquemontii

Himalayan birch

Malus evereste

Crab apple

Tilia cordata ‘Greenspire’

Small leaved lime

Malus toringo ‘Scarlett’

Japanese crab apple

Quercus palustris

Pin oak

Sorbus aria Lutescens

Whitebeam

Sorbus torminalis

Wild service tree

Smaller scale fruiting and berrying species at this
gateway space provide colour, scent and seasonal
interest throughout the year.

Prunus x subhirtella
‘Autumnalis’

Tilia cordata
‘Greenspire’

Malus ‘Rudolph’

Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement

This mix of native and ornamental trees will thrive in the
lower valley giving a tight canopy and shades of green.

Betula nigra

November 2020

Betula utilis
jacquemontii

Sorbus torminalis

Structural trees create a green backdrop and appropriate
boundary with neighbouring built form.

Carpinus betulus

Tilia cordata ‘Rancho’

This mix of native and ornamental trees create a
transition with the existing park and boundary trees.

Alnus cordata

Quercus palustris

Malus evereste
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5.13 Soft Landscape - Planting Strategy
The adjacent plan and accompanying species palettes
show typical planting species mixes and locations within
each area of the proposal.
Planting palettes have been chosen to reflect the
intended character of each space and respond to the
anticipated conditions and use across the site.
Native species have been blended with a mix of pollinator
attractors and ornamental species to create a rich and
diverse planted structure.

Biodiverse roof mix
Street planting
Clementina Square planting
Lower Valley planting
Mid Valley planting
Defensible mix
Upper Valley planting
Park interface planting
Amenity grass
Wetland grass
Native shrub planting
Defensible planting

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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CLEMENTINA SQUARE PLANTING

STREET PLANTING
MIX A

Cornus sanguinea

MIX A

MIX C

Dogwood

Hebe pinguifolia ‘Sutherlandii’

MIX C

Shrubby veronica

Cornus sanguinea

Dogwood

Achillea ‘Moonshine’

Yarrow moonshine

Hazel

Alchemilla mollis

Lady’s mantle

Crataegus monogyna

Hawthorn

Hebe vernicosa MIX C

Varnished hebe

Corylus avellana

Ilex aquifolium

Holly

Lonicera nitida ‘Maigrün’

Honeysuckle

Crataegus monogyna

Hawthorn

Calamagrostis brachytricha

Korean feather reed grass

Prunus lusitanica

Portuguese laurel

Sarcococca hookeriana digyna

Sweet box

Ilex aquifolium

Holly

Carex oshimensis ‘Evergold’

Japanese sedge

Mahonia aquifolium

Oregon grape

Prunus laurocerasus ‘Etna’

Laurel

Epimedium x perralchicum ‘Fröhnleiten’

Barrenwort fröhnleiten

Viburnum opulus

Guelder rose

Rubus fruticosus ‘Black Satin’

Thornless black satin

Stipa arundinacea

Pheasant’s tail grass

Symphoricarpos dooren. ‘Magic Berry’

Coralberry

MIX B

MIX D

MIX B

MIX D

Corylus avellana

Hazel

Ceanothus thyrsiflorus repens

Blueblossom

Elaeagnus x ebbingei

Silverberry

Cotoneaster Saphyr Green ‘Belka’

Saphyr green

Agastache ‘Black Adder’

Giant hyssop

Euonymus fortunei ‘Silver Queen’

Euonymus

Ligustrum vulgare

Wild privet

Hedera helix ‘Green Ripple’

Variegated ivy

Calamagrostis acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’

Leafy reedgrass

Hebe ‘White Gem’

Shrubby veronica

Prunus laurocerasus

Cherry laurel

Viburnum davidii

David viburnum

Echinacea pallida

Pale purple coneflower Viburnum davidii

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’

English lavender

Sambucus nigra

Elder

David viburnum

Molinia caerulea arundinacea ‘Poul Petersen’ Purple moor grass
Verbena bonariensis ‘Lollipop’

Purpletop vervain

SPECIES RICH GRASSLAND

Emorsgate EM3 seed mix or similar

Cornus sanguinea

Corylus avellana

Crataegus monogyna

Ilex aquifolium

Achillea ‘Moonshine’

Corylus avellana

Viburnum davidii

Species Rich Grassland

Viburnum davidii

Viburnum opulus

Geranium pratense

Lonicera nitida ‘Maigrün’

Calamagrostis brachytricha

Echinacea pallida

Verbena bonariensis ‘Lollipop’

Stipa arundinacea
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5.13 Soft Landscape -Planting Palette
LOWER VALLEY PLANTING
MIX A

MID VALLEY PLANTING
MIX B

MIX A

MIX C

Choisya ternata

Mexican orange blossom

Polystichum setiferum ‘Herrenhausen’

Soft shield fern

Hebe ‘Autumn Glory’

Shrubby veronica

Epimedium x rubrum

Hebe vernicosa

Varnished hebe

Tellima grandiflora

Fringe cups

Hebe ‘Red Edge’

Shrubby veronica

Foeniculum vulgare

Hydrangea quercifolia

Oakleaf hydrangea

Hypericum ‘Hidcote’

St John’s wort

Blechnum spicant

Deerfern

Ilex crenata ‘Convexa’

Japanese holly

Calamagrostis brachytricha

Allium schoenoprasum

Prunus laurocerasus ‘Otto Luyken’

Ornamental laurel

Geum rivale

Leafy reedgrass
Water avens

Fragaria vesca

Thornless black satin
Woodland strawberry Salvia officinalis ‘Purpurascens’ Purple sage

Sambucus nigra ‘Black Beauty’

Black elder

Luzula sylvatica

Greater wood rush

Mentha spicata

Spearmint

Sarcococca ruscifolia

Fragrant sweet box

Molinia caerulea arundinacea ‘Skyracer’ Tall moor grass

Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Miss Jessopp’s Upright’ Rosemary

Spiraea japonica ‘Anthony Waterer’

Japanese Spiraea

Persicaria bistorta ‘Superba’

Snakewort

Salvia nemerosa ‘Caradonna’

Caradonna sage

Viburnum opulus

Guelder rose

Polystichum setiferum

Soft sheild fern

Thymus vulgaris

Thyme

Ilex crenata

MIX C

Fennel
Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’ English lavender
Origanum vulgare
Oregano
Rubus fruticosus ‘Black Satin’

MIX D

MIX B

Astrantia major

Hattie’s pincushion

Ajuga reptans ‘Catlin’s Giant’

Bugle Catlin’s Giant

Geranium sanguineum ‘Album’

Bloody cranesbill

Dryopteris affinis ‘Crispa’

Scaly male fern

Helleborus foetidus

Stinking hellebore

Epimedium x youngianum ‘Niveum’

Snowy barrenwort

Luzula sylvatica

Greater wood rush

Galium odoratum

Sweet woodruff

Myrrhis odorata

Japanese holly
MIX B

Red barrenwort

Sweet cicely
WET GRASSLAND

Emorsgate EM8 seed mix or similar (see next page for details )

Choisya ternata

Geum rivale

Ajuga reptans ‘Catlin’s Giant’

Wet grassland

Epimedium x rubrum

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’

Rosmarinus officinalis

IIex aquifolium

Astrantia major

Tellima grandiflora

Persicaria bistorta ‘Superba’

Polystichum setiferum

Hebe ‘Autumn Glory’

Salvia nemerosa ‘Caradonna’

Salvia officinalis ‘Purpurascens’

Thymus vulgaris
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UPPER VALLEY PLANTING
MIX A

Cornus alba ‘Elegantissima’

PARK INTERFACE PLANTING
MIX C

Dogwood

Athyrium filix-femina

MIX A

MIX B

Lady fern

Cornus sanguinea

Dogwood

Hattie’s pincushion

Corylus avellana

Hazel

Asplenium scolopendrium
Astrantia major ‘Buckland’

Hart’s tongue fern
Hattie’s pincushion

Hebe ‘Autumn Glory’

Shrubby veronica

Calamagrostis brachytricha

Hebe vernicosa

Varnished hebe

Calamagrostis acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’ Korean feather reed grass

Crataegus monogyna

Hawthorn

Blechnum spicant

Deer fern

Ilex crenata

Box leaved holly

Crocosmia ‘Emily McKenzie’

Montbretia

Ligustrum vulgare

Wild privet

Carex pendula

Sedge

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’

English lavender

Geranium ‘Orion’

Cranesbill

Prunus lusitanica

Portuguese laurel

Dryopteris filix-mas

Male fern

Philadelphus ‘Belle Etoile’

Mock orange

Leymus arenarius

Lyme grass

Prunus spinosa

Blackthorn

Euphorbia amygdaloides robbiae

Wood spurge

Sarcococca confusa

Sweet box

Perovskia ‘Blue Spire’

Russian sage

Viburnum opulus

Guelder rose

Geranium macrorrhizum

Big-root cranesbill

Persicaria amplexicaulis ‘Firetail’

Red bistort firetail

Helleborus niger

Christmas rose

Anemone hupehensis ‘September Charm’ Japanese anemone

Luzula sylvatica

Greater wood rush

Asplenium scolopendrium ‘Crispum’

Hart’s tongue fern

Matteuccia struthiopteris

Shuttlecock fern

Astrantia major ‘Claret’

Hattie’s pincushion

Emorsgate EM3 seed mix or similar (see next page for details)

Carex pendula

Sedge

Cyrtomium fortunei

Fortune’s cyrtomium

Hakonechloa macra

Japanese forest grass

Luzula sylvatica

Greater woodrush

MIX B

SPECIES RICH GRASSLAND

Cornus alba ‘Elegantissima’

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’

Philadelphus ‘Belle Etoile’

Asplenium scolopendrium
‘Crispum’

Crataegus monogyna

Asplenium scolopendrium

Astrantia major ‘Buckland’

Species Rich Grassland

Athyrium filix-femina

Anemone hupehensis ‘September
Charm’

Carex pendula

Astrantia major ‘Claret’

Geranium macrorrhizum

Helleborus niger

Luzula sylvatica

Matteuccia struthiopteris
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5.13 Soft Landscape -Planting Palette

GRASSLAND MIXES
WETLAND (EMORSGATE EM8 SEED MIX OR SIMILAR)
GRASSES

NATIVE SHRUB PLANTING

Cornus sanguinea
Euonymus europaeus
Ilex aquifolium
Rosa canina
Rosa rubiginosa
Viburnum opulus
Berberis darwinii
Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea’
Mahonia aquifolium

Cornus sanguinea

Berberis darwinii

Pollard Thomas Edwards

Common Dogwood
European spindle
English Holly
Dog Rose
Sweet Briar Rose
Guelder Rose
DEFENSIBLE SHRUB MIX
Darwin’s Barberry
Purple Compact Barberry

Rosa canina

Mahonia aquifolium

Ilex aquifolium

Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea’

GRASSES

Agrostis capillaris

Common Bent

Agrostis capillaris

Common Bent

Alopecurus pratensis
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Briza media

Meadow Foxtail
Sweet Vernal grass
Quaking Grass

Cynosurus cristatus

Crested Dogstail
Red Fescue

Cynosurus cristatus
Deschampsia cespitosa
Festuca rubra
Hordeum secalinum

Crested Dogstail
Tufted Hairgrass
Red Fescue
Meadow Barley

Poa pratensis

Smaller Cat’s-tail
Smooth Meadow Grass

WILD FLOWER

Achillea millefolium

Yarrow

Betonica officinalis
Centaurea nigra
Filipendula ulmaria
Galium verum

Betony
Common Knapweed
Meadowsweet
Lady’s Bedstraw

Centaurea scabiosa
Daucus carota
Galium album
Galium verum

Greater Knapweed
Wild Carrot
Hedge Bedstraw
Lady’s Bedstraw

Geranium pratense
Leontodon hispidus
Leucanthemum vulgare
Lotus pedunculatus
Plantago lanceolata
Primula veris
Prunella vulgaris
Ranunculus acris
Rhinanthus minor
Rumex acetosa
Sanguisorba officinalis
Silaum silaus
Silene flos-cuculi
Succisa pratensis
Taraxacum officinale
Vicia cracca

Meadows Cranesbill
Rough Hawkbit
Oxeye Daisy
Greater Birdsfoot Trefoil
Ribwort Plantain
Cowslip
Selfheal
Meadow Buttercup
Yellow Rattle
Common Sorrel
Great Burnet
Pepper Saxifrage
Ragged Robin
Devil’s-bit Scabious
Dandelion
Tufted Vetch

Geranium pratense
Knautia arvensis
Leontodon hispidus
Leucanthemum vulgare
Malva moschata
Origanum vulgare
Plantago media
Poterium sanguisorba
Primula veris
Prunella vulgaris
Ranunculus acris
Rhinanthus minor
Rumex acetosa
Silene dioica
Silene flos-cuculi
Silene latifolia

Meadows Cranesbill
Field Scabious
Rough Hawkbit
Oxeye Daisy
Musk Mallow
Wild Marjoram
Hoary Plantain
Salad Burnet
Cowslip
Selfheal
Meadow Buttercup
Yellow Rattle
Common Sorrel
Red Campion
Ragged Robin
White Campion

Taraxacum officinale
Vicia sativa ssp. segetalis

Dandelion
Common Vetch

Euonymus europaeus

Viburnum opulus

Festuca rubra
Phleum bertolonii

Achillea millefolium
Agrimonia eupatoria
Betonica officinalis
Centaurea nigra

WILD FLOWER

Oregon grape

SPECIES RICH GRASSLAND EMORSGATE EM3 MIX OR SIMILAR

Cynosurus cristatus

Geranium pratense

Agrostis capillaris

Yarrow
Agrimony
Betony
Common Knapweed

Leucanthemum vulgare
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BIODIVERSE ROOF MIX
TURF ROOF MIXTURE (EMORSGATE ER1 OR SIMILAR)

WILDFLOWER
Agrimonia eupatoria
Agrimony
Anthyllis vulneraria
Kidney Vetch
Calluna vulgaris
Common Heather
Centaurea nigra
Common Knapweed
Filipendula vulgaris
Dropwort
Galium verum
Lady’s Bedstraw
Helianthemum
Common Rock-rose
Hippocrepis comosa
Horseshoe Vetch
Hypericum perforatum

Perforate St John’s Wort

Knautia arvensis

Field Scabious

Leontodon hispidus

Rough Hawkbit

Leucanthemum vulgare

Oxeye Daisy

Lysimachia arvensis

Scarlet Pimperne

Malva moschata

Musk Mallow

Ononis spinosa

Spiny Restharrow

Origanum vulgare

Wild Marjoram

Plantago media

Hoary Plantain

Primula veris

Cowslip

Prunella vulgaris

Selfheal

Ranunculus bulbosus

Bulbous Buttercup

Reseda lutea

Wild Mignonette

Rumex acetosella

Sheep’s Sorrel

Salvia verbenaca

Wild Clary

Scabiosa columbaria
Silene vulgaris
Teucrium scorodonia
Verbascum nigrum

Small Scabious
Bladder Campion

Malva moschata

GRASSES

Briza media
Carex flacca
Cynosurus cristatus
Festuca ovina
Festuca rubra
Koeleria macrantha
Phleum bertolonii
Trisetum flavescens

Quaking Grass
Glaucous Sedge
Crested Dogstail
Sheep’s Fescue
Red Fescue
Crested Hair grass
Smaller Cat’s tail
Yellow Oat-grass

Wood Sage
Dark Mullein

Scabiosa columbaria
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5.14 Greening and Biodiversity Strategy
The proposed scheme will seek to enhance in biodiversity
by incorporating the site’s existing ecological assets into
the design proposals, retaining and enhancing these
where possible.
The objectives of the Greening and Biodiversity Strategy
seek to minimise any negative impacts to existing
ecological assets, enhance the post development value
and diversify the range of habitats to support species
populations greater than are currently present on site.
Retained habitats primarily comprise existing off site linear
tree belts, which will be supplemented with proposed tree
planting, species rich native hedgerow and introduced
shrub. These new habitats will work with the retained tree
belts to address the current lack of connectivity across
the site and into the wider landscape.
There is opportunity to create diverse habitat corridors,
utilising the retained and proposed vegetation to attract a
variety of birds, bats, hedgehogs and reptiles to the site.
As part of these proposals, the scheme will introduce six
new habitat typologies across the development, which
will provide the framework for achieving a net gain in
biodiversity.
These include:
—
—
—
—

Open mosaic habitat
Native hedgerow planting
Introduced shrubs (including herbaceous planting)
Semi-improved neutral grassland (species rich
grassland)
— Amenity grassland
— Inundation vegetation (including marginal and aquatic
planting)
— Linear street trees
The design proposals include provision for SuDS
attenuation in the form of vegetated swales which
provides opportunity to introduce further diversified and
native planting to assist in achieving biodiversity net gain.
Appropriate habitat management is essential for the long
term sustainability of retained and proposed habitats.
Habitats should be monitored for any changes that may
occur in their nature and/or quality throughout the project
lifetime.

Diverse habitat corridors
Leyton Jubilee Park
Existing retained vegetation
Proposed tree planting
Proposed planting

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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amenity grassland

herbaceous planting

biodiverse roof

species-rich grassland
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5.15 Private and Public Amenity Space
The distribution of public amenity space has evolved
as a result of the valley concept and the overarching
proposal to improve connectivity, resulting in a number
of multifunctional spaces. Clementina Square is a key
element of public realm which connects the development
with existing residents to the north and acts as a stepping
stone linking to the valley character areas further into the
site. The lower and upper valleys represent a series of
publicly accessible linear parks connecting Clementina
Road with Leyton Jubilee Park.
Vehicular access into the development is limited in favour
of prioritising pedestrians and cyclists. A single shared
surface street enters the site at Orient Way along the
western boundary and connects with the Valley character
areas. Semi private amenity space has been kept to a
minimum in favour of maximising public amenity space
and facilitating better links to the park.
Ground floor dwellings will have private amenity space
adjacent to their property defined by a formal balustrade.
Owing to level changes across the site private amenity
spaces benefit from sloping defensible landscape in front
of balconies, which offers elevated views over the public
amenity space.
The figure opposite shows the split between public,
private and semi private amenity space including shared
surfaces, thresholds and defensible landscape.

Application boundary
Shared surface
Semi private amenity 2,912m2
Private amenity 263m2
Threshold/defensible space
Public amenity 11,109m2

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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5.16 Street Furniture
The selection of street furniture will complement the
overall character and design of each space with a focus
on contemporary design and a material palette which
references the site’s industrial heritage.
The street furniture’s material palette helps to lend
unity to the overall scheme whilst subtle variations in
form enhance the character definition and support the
functions of individual areas.
The design, manufacture, installation, maintenance and
operation of all furniture products will comply with British
Standards, relevant Codes of Practice and Construction
Design Management regulations.

Lea Bridge Gasworks — Design & Access Statement

Indicatice Bench type 1: Timber and weathered steel
bench with back support

Indicatice Bench type 2: Timber and weathered steel
bench without back support

Indicatice Informal seating: FSC certified timber cube
seating

Indicatice Cycle stands: Dark grey powder coated
aluminium

Indicatice Bollards: Timber and weathered steel

Indicatice Litter and dog waste bins: Dark grey galvanized
steel with powder coated finish
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5.17 Boundaries and PRS Screening
The adjacent diagram illustrates the site wide boundary
treatment proposals.
To the northern boundary and the interface with
Clementina road, a section of the existing brick wall will
be removed to provide a direct relationship between
the new Clementina Square and the existing footway
on Clementina Road, inviting existing residents to use
the space. Elsewhere along the northern boundary the
existing brick walls and feature gate posts will be retained
and repaired where possible to maintain reference to the
site’s heritage.
Boundaries to the west will be defined by the existing
palisade fence clad with timber panelling and softened
with vegetation.
Boundaries which interface with the Lammas School
sports fields and Leyton Jubilee Park to the south and
east will include a 1.8m high flat top railing to encourage
visual links, while maintaining security and ensuring that
the flow of potential floodwater remains unobstructed.

PRS

Details of the PRS (Pressure Reduction Station) are set
out in section 4.15.

Access
Gated access to private
parking courts
Existing
fence to be
clad withpalisade
timber panelling
Existing brick wall to be repaired or
replaced where required
1.8m high close board timber fence
1.8m high flat top railing
2.5m high feature brick wall
screened with shrub and/or
tree planting
2.5m high feature brick wall
screened with hedgerow planting
2.5m high feature brick wall
screened with hedgerow planting
and shrub planting
2.5m high feature brick wall with
habitat boxes
Existing Leyton Jubilee Park
boundary to be retained
Existing gate post to be retained

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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site boundary

native and
ornamental shrub
and tree planting

hedge
planting

private
balcony

existing
industrial
units

shared surface
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5.18 SUDS Strategy

Biodiversity Green Roof

Application boundary
Swale
Biodiversity Green Roof
Permeable surface
swale

The SuDS strategy has been developed with the drainage
engineers to promote attenuation on site using a variety of
features:
Biodiverse Roofs:
The development will promote the implementation of
biodiverse roofscapes featuring brown roof -habitats. This
will contribute to the attenuation of rainfall as part of the
sustainable urban drainage system.

Permeable Surfaces:
The development will incorporate permeable surfaces
within shared surface streets, footpaths and car parking
spaces. The provision of permeable surfaces will
contribute to reducing surface water runoff rates.

Swales:
The proposed swales will attenuate the surface water and
contribute to site biodiversity.
swale

Pollard Thomas Edwards

swale
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5.19 Lighting Strategy

Low level lighting

Feature lighting

Street lighting

Heritage lighting

Application boundary
Low level lighting
Feature lighting
Street lighting
Heritage lighting

Lighting will play a key part in enhancing the user
experience, ensuring spaces are safe whilst providing
visual interest.

Low level functional lighting is proposed for the semiprivate and private residential areas to ensure safe
access.

The lighting strategy has been developed to enhance the
character of the area and promote use of the spaces
whilst supporting wayfinding and movement across the
site and surrounding environment.

The main street will be lit to highways compliant
standards using appropriate fittings to reduce light spill.
Key feature trees along this route will be illuminated to
provide interest and aid wayfinding.

Clementina Square and the Mid Valley will have feature
lighting to define this key gateway to the development,
contributing to wayfinding and legibility. Low level lighting
is proposed within the Lower and Upper Valley spaces
to aid pedestrian movement complementing proposed
heritage feature lighting which will reference the former
location of the gaswork holders.
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5.20 Landscape Management and Maintenance

“Good-quality landscape is highly cost effective. It is
a relatively low-cost part of any development scheme
and pays dividends in added sales values, increased
rates of sales and positive customer perceptions.”
PROFITABLE PLACES, LANDSCAPE INSTITUTE, 2014

The establishment and future success of the landscape is
largely dependent on the standard and frequency of the
subsequent maintenance and management it receives.

years, followed by ongoing maintenance.

An estate management company will be employed to
manage the buildings and landscape. Contact between
residents and the estate management will primarily run
via the concierge facility in Block A. Estate management
services will be funded by a service charge levied on
the entire scheme. The company will control, service
and maintain all of the communal areas, including
open spaces, car parks and common parts as well as
maintaining external envelopes of the buildings. This is to
ensure that the entire scheme is maintained to a very high
standard, reflecting the quality of the architecture and the
landscaping.

To ensure the successful establishment of trees and
planting, operations stated on the following pages are
necessary for a minimum of 12 months after Practical
Completion. After Final Completion has been certified, the
appointed Landscape Contractor /Estate Management
Company will be required to carry out these operations for
a minimum period of 4 years.

Key objectives for maintenance and management include:

Establishment Maintenance;

Ongoing Maintenance & Management;
Following the establishment maintenance period it is
recommended that the Estate Management Company will
undertake the relevant operations listed.

— To facilitate an efficient and sustainable landscape
management and maintenance regime through the
lifetime of the development;
— To provide a safe, high quality external environment for
all site users;
— To maintain a robust and visually appealing landscape
setting;
— To ensure that the landscape develops in a manner
commensurate with the original design intentions;
— To ensure the successful establishment and continued
growth through to maturity of the trees and other
planting identified on the Landscape Proposals;
A successful maintenance plan comprises two
components; establishment maintenance for the first 5

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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Servicing and Access
6.1 Residential Access Strategy
6.2 Emergency Vehicle Access
6.3 Delivery Vehicle Access
6.4 Car Parking Strategy
6.5 Waste Management Strategy
6.6 Cycle Parking Strategy
6.7 Inclusive Access
6.8 Wheelchair Flats Strategy
6.9 Safety and Security

6.1 Residential Access Strategy
KE
ON

AD
RO

ST
BA
LE D
TT ROA

H

The existing northern entrance on the corner with Perth
Road will be designated for pedestrians and cyclists
only and no vehicular access permitted (except by
emergency vehicles). The north-eastern entrance opposite
Kettlebaston Road will be reopened for use by pedestrians
and cyclists.

RT

In order to minimise impact on the residential area to the
north, a new junction and access road are proposed to
connect with Orient Way to the south west of the site. This
will be the vehicular access for the development, and will
be used by all delivery and servicing vehicles.

PE

The existing site is accessed from the north off
Clementina Road, on the corner with Perth Road.
A second access off Clementina Road, opposite
Kettlebaston Road, is currently closed off.

CL

EM

EN

A
TIN

AD
RO

PEDESTRIAN / CYCLE
ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN / CYCLE
ACCESS

SCHOOL PLAYING FIELDS

SITE

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

N
VEHICULAR ACCESS
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6.2 Emergency Vehicle Access

6.3 Delivery Vehicle Access
H
RT

H
RT

PE

PE

AD
RO

AD
RO

AD

RO

EN

EM

CL

A
TIN

AD

RO

EN

EM

CL

A
TIN

PRESSURE
REDUCTION
STATION

PRESSURE
REDUCTION
STATION

:1
5

OR

:1
5

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK

NB/ PARK IMPROVEMENTS INDICATIVE
AND SUBJECT TO NECESSARY CONSENTS.

NB/ PARK IMPROVEMENTS INDICATIVE
AND SUBJECT TO NECESSARY CONSENTS.

OR

IE

NT

IE

W
AY

NT

W
AY

N

KEY
KEY

VEHICLE ACCESS

VEHICLE ACCESS

CONCIERGE

EMERGENCY VEHICLE ROUTE

DELIVERY VEHICLE ROUTE
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6.4 Car Parking Strategy
Current Parking Plan

2 CAR CLUB SPACES

The Lea Bridge Gasworks development is proposed to
be car free apart from a number of spaces for disabled
residents and a limited number of standard parking
spaces for car clubs.

A
TIN

AD

RO

7 WCH SPACES

N
ME

E

CL

4 WCH SPACES
2 CAR CLUB

The diagram on the right shows the allocation of parking
spaces per across the site. Undercroft parking is provided
in blocks A, H & J and on-street across the other blocks.
The parking provision that will be provided from the outset
is based on the emerging New London plan requirements,
with 5% residential wheelchair parking proposed.

2 WCH SPACES

H
A

I

G
B

20% of the parking spaces provided at the site to be
fitted with electric car charging points, with sufficient
spare capacity from the on-site electrical substations and
cable network to allow the additional parking spaces to
be fitted with electric car charging points as and when
demand dictates without the need for any upgrade to the
electrical infrastructure.

PRESSURE
REDUCTION
STATION

J

5 WCH SPACES

3 WCH SPACES

F

C

4 WCH SPACES

D

E

4 WCH SPACES
:1
5

LEYTON JUBILEE PARK
NB/ PARK IMPROVEMENTS INDICATIVE
AND SUBJECT TO NECESSARY CONSENTS.

Parking provided
DISABLED

29

CAR CLUB

4
OR

IE

TOTAL

33

NT

W
AY

KEY

N

VEHICULAR ACCESS TO SITE
VEHICULAR ROUTE
CONTROLLED ACCESS GATES
0

10

20

30

40

50m

CURRENT PARKING PLAN STRATEGY
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6.5 Waste Management Strategy

Each building has a combined bin store for general waste,
recyclable waste and food waste bins. The bin stores
are located near their communal secondary entrance to
maintain appropriate travel distances.
The refuse collection vehicle accesses the site via Orient
Way. To minimise the trolleying distance of bins, the
waste stores for all buildings have been located in close
proximities of loading bays or sections of the internal
road network that the refuse vehicle can stop along
during collection. At these locations dropped kerbs will be
provided in front of bin stores.
The storage facility for the nursery refuse and recycling
has been provided in block G. The nursery waste will
be collected from either private waste contractors, or if
agreed, by Waltham Forest waste operatives.
The diagram shown here outlines the collection strategies
proposed. Full details of the proposed provision and
quantum is outlined in the table below.

AD
RO

A detailed waste management strategy has been
prepared for the development and forms part of this
planning application. Please refer to this report for full
details. A high level summary of the waste management
proposal is set out here.

H
RT

The waste management strategy for Lea Bridge Gasworks
has been developed following the most current Local
Authority guidance and in consultation with LBWF waste
management officers to ensure it is as convenient and
manageable as possible.

2
2
1

PE

BLOCK A
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK B
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK B (GYM)
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
BLOCK C
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK D
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK E
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK F
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK G
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L
BLOCK G (NURSERY)
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
BLOCK H
NO. RECYCLING BINS - 1280L
NO. REFUSE BINS - 1280L
NO. FOOD BINS - 240L

Current Waste Management Strategy

AD

RO

EN

EM

CL

A
TIN

4
4
2
1
1
6
6
3

H
A

I
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6.6 Cycle Parking Strategy
Current Cycle Parking Plan - Block Allocation
Given the prominence of cycling and sustainable transport
in Waltham Forest and the improvements being made
throughout the Borough via the Enjoy Waltham Forest
(Mini Holland) programme, it is essential that cycle parking
at Lea Bridge Gasworks is encouraged and made as safe,
secure, and convenient as possible to encourage residents
and visitors to cycle as part of their regular routine.
The proposals will provide secure and covered cycle
parking spaces for residents as well as visitor cycle
parking in accordance with the draft New London Plan
requirements. The cycle parking will be provided in
accordance with the London Design Cycle Standards
(LDCS) and level access will be provided to the cycle
stores.

A combination of double stacked and sheffield stand cycle
parking has been provided in the Ground Floor level of the
blocks and secure external stores. Doors to cycle stores
will be power assisted. These are conveniently located
near secondary communal entrances to each stair and
lift core. The allocation has been designed in consultation
with the Local Authority and following London Plan
guidance.
A schedule of proposed cycle parking provision is shown
here including designated visitors spaces.
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6.5 Cycle Parking Strategy
CYCLES SPACES PROVIDED
SHEFFIELD STAND SPACES (LARGE BIKES)

2
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6
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6.7 Access Statement
1500

Lea Bridge Gasworks has been designed to be accessible
to those with mobility and sensory impairments. The
strategy is based on a clearly structured, intelligible public
realm and a shared surface environment designed to
conform to the requirements of Part M3 of the Building
Regulations as well as incorporating the principles
outlined by The New London Plan.
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810
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Bedroom 2
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The location of all wheelchair accessible homes is
highlighted in the diagrams later in section 6.8. A summary
schedule is included below, which shows how the provision
relates to tenure and size of homes

≥850
1100

Bedroom 1
17.8 m²

3211

Additionally, 10% of homes across all tenures have
been designed in accordance with Part M4 Category 3
standard 2016 and will be fully wheelchair accessible.

Bedroom 1
15.3 m²

Bathroom
6.2 m²

St
1.0 m²

1200

L/K/D
25.1 m²

Bathroom
6.2 m²

2400

Utility
1.0 m²

2600

St
0.5 m²

All housing is designed to Building Regulations Approved
Document M4 Category 2 standards 2016. These will
include:
− Level thresholds and covered access weather protection
to all entrances.
− Illuminated entrances
− Appropriate effective clear widths to doors and side nibs
− Easy rise communal stairs with closed risers and
contrasted step edge nosing.
− Accessible communal lifts with clear landings for
turning.
− Appropriate internal door and corridor widths to allow
turning.
− Good circulation space clear of furniture within
rooms,including WCs and bathrooms.
− Appropriate kitchen layouts.
− Living space and potential bed space at entrance level
− Bathroom/WC capable of adaptation from bath to level
access shower with floor drain.
− Walls to bathrooms and WCs suitable for firm fixing of
grab rails and adaptations.
− Internal stairs suitable for stair lift installation in two
storey dwellings.
− Ceiling structure to main bedroom and bathroom
capable of supporting ceiling hoist, with a reasonable
route between this bedroom and bathroom.
− Living room window cill glazing not higher than 800mm
AFL and easily operable opening lights, with handles or
controls not higher than 1200mm AFL.
− Switches, sockets, stopcocks and service controls at
accessible height.

5100

2600

7700

The neighbourhood has been envisaged throughout the
design process as inclusive, and this has influenced the
way in which the level changes in the site are dealt with,
the variety of planting and treatment of external hard
surfaces among other factors.
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7210

Ensuite
3.7 m²
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6.8 Wheelchair Flats Strategy
The location of wheelchair accessible homes are located
as shown here.
All apartments are entered via a shared communal
corridor at upper levels.
5 3B5P WCH FLATS

3 1B2P WCH FLATS
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6.9 Fire Strategy
The following is a summary of the outline fire safety
strategy for the re-development of Lea Bridge Gasworks
to provide ten new residential buildings and has been
prepared in support of the application for planning
permission. The objective is to establish the fire safety
principles for means of warning and escape, internal fire
spread, external fire spread and access and facilities for
the fire service.
The buildings will be designed to comply with the
fire safety requirements of the Building (Amendment)
Regulations 2018 including Regulation 7(2) which restricts
the use of combustible materials in the external walls.
The fire safety measures will be based on the
recommendations in BS 9991:2015, except where
specifically noted otherwise, and the principle measures
are summarised as follows:
a) The buildings will be designed for a ‘defend in place’
evacuation strategy;
b) Apartments will be provided with a minimum of a
Category LD2 fire alarm and detection system in
accordance with BS 5839-6;
c) The buildings will include some open plan
apartment layouts which do not comply with the
recommendations in BS 9991. A fire engineered
solution will need to be developed to demonstrate how
these comply with the Building Regulations;
d) The common corridors will be protected by mechanical
smoke shaft systems to protect the stairs. Where
travel distances exceed recommended distances, the
smoke shaft will also be used to protect the corridor;
e) Elements of structure will be provided with fire
resistance in accordance with the recommendations in
BS 9991;

i) Buildings taller than 18m will be provided with a firefighting shaft and lift in accordance with BS 9999;
j) Blocks D and E will be more than 50m tall so will be
provided with a wet fire main in accordance with BS
9990. The other blocks will be provided with a dry fire
main in accordance with BS 9990;
k) Fire hydrants will be provided within 90m of the fire
main inlet for each building.
It is anticipated that two key areas of the design will adopt
an alternative solution to that recommended in BS 9991.
Some of the apartments will be larger than 8 x 4m
and the kitchen will be open to the accommodation
and escape routes. This is not in accordance with the
recommendations in BS 9991 but is considered to comply
with Part B1 of the Building Regulations on the basis that
these flats will be provided with an LD1 fire alarm system,
a sprinkler system and the kitchen layout will be planned
so that the hob will be more than 1.8m from the escape
route. A fire engineered solution will need to be developed
to justify this.
Some of the travel distances in the common corridors
exceed that recommended in BS 9991. These corridors
will be provided with mechanical smoke shaft system
to provide enhanced ventilation to protect both the
corridor and the stairs during both means of escape and
firefighting phases. A fire engineered solution will need to
be developed to justify this and demonstrate compliance
with Parts B1 and B5 of the Building Regulations.
A detailed fire strategy report including fire engineering
justification for the apartment layouts and common
corridors will need to be developed for each building
as the design process progresses. This will need to be
submitted to Building Control for approval.

f) The buildings will be provided with compartment walls
and floors in accordance with the recommendations in
BS 9991;
g) All apartments will be protected by a sprinkler system in
accordance with BS 9251; Where buildings are taller
than 30m, the ancillary accommodation will also be
protected by a BS 9251 sprinkler system;
h) The external walls will be constructed to comply with
the requirements of Regulation 7(2);

Pollard Thomas Edwards
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6.10 Security and Site Management
Lea Bridge Gasworks has been designed from the outset
to be a safe and secure new neighbourhood for Lea
Bridge and following the principles outlined in Approved
Document Part Q 2015 as well as recommendations from
Secure by Design officers.
Through development of the layout principles and
elevation treatments, the team has ensured active street
frontages, encouraged active and passive surveillance by
maximising “eyes on the street,” and ensured good levels
of lighting and CCTV coverage. Secure access points are
proposed at each of the main public entrances to the site,
and additional security measures are proposed at every
communal entrance, lobby, and lift.
The design team consulted with Secure by Design
(SbD) officers during the design evolution of Lea Bridge
Gasworks, in November 2019.
The scheme has been updated to take on board their
recommendations. A record of the meetings with SbD is
provided here.

Meeting Summary

Berkeley Group outlined their long-term stewardship and estate management priorities, and aim to work with
managing agents long term.
The managing agents would be confirmed at a later date, but St. William agreed to provide a list of three typical
agents that they/Berkeley have worked with elsewhere.
St William agreed to provide a case study of a completed Berkeley development to demonstrate its track record in
successful estate management.
The masterplan and building design were deemed acceptable from a Secured by Design (SBD) perspective.
Masterplan comments:
- Query whether park entrance between Blocks I and J should be gated. ST William noted that permeability was
a priority to integrate these affordable blocks with the wider scheme.
- North-south routes were supported, but query whether there were too many short east-west routes, which
could attract ASB.
- Noted that only single and single + half leaf doors on bike and bin stores
- Car parking gates to be full height
Landscape design comments:
- Upper Valley pedestrian routes should be wider and straightened out, to improve visibility down the path and
into the park.
- Hedges to be kept below 1m
- Tree canopies to be kept above 2m
- Uniform lighting levels throughout
- Seating to be kept away from private terraces
- Seating to be broken up to avoid rough sleeping and excessive congregation
Management comments:
- Explore security compartmentation between levels, so residents / visitors to one floor are unable to access
another floor. This would require a second intercom by the lift to let visitors up to specific floors.
- Explore data logging on a cloud based system for entry fobs
- CCTV coverage in public realm, lift lobbies, bin stores and cycle stores
- CCTV to cover the Kettlebaston Road pedestrian / cycle entrance

SECURE BY DESIGN MEETING SUMMARY - NOVEMBER 2019
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Sustainability

7 Sustainability
A Sustainability Statement has been developed by Vector
Design which outlines how a number of key sustainability
aspects have been incorporated into the design.
The energy strategy for the site has been developed in
accordance with the latest guidance issued with the new
draft London plan and the Waltham Forest Draft Local
Plan (2020-2035).

The electricity supply to the site has been considered to
ensure sufficient capacity for the ASHP energy solution
and also for 20% of the parking spaces provided at the
site to be fitted with electric car charging points, with
sufficient spare capacity from the on-site electrical
substations and cable network to allow the remaining 80%
of parking spaces to be fitted with electric car charging
points as and when demand dictates without the need for
any upgrade to the electrical infrastructure.

This has resulted in the provision of an energy centre at
the site, designed to be readily connected to any future
district heating network, be this the extension of the Upper
Lea valley Heat Network or development of the Lea Bridge
Gateway Sites.

Lea Bridge

Enhanced fabric and construction techniques are
proposed to substantially reduce heat loss. This includes
the use of enhanced insulation to exposed surfaces,
enhanced glazing systems, careful detailing to reduce
thermal bridges and considered construction methodology
to reduce air leakage.
High efficiency lighting and energy efficient controls
are proposed throughout the development along with
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery to reduce heat
losses in winter months and to mitigate overheating in
summer months.

Energy & Sustainability Statement

These enhancements reduce energy consumption and the
associated emissions by more than 10%.
The energy centre will produce hot water which will be
delivered to each Block by a low temperature hot water
network piped around the whole site. Air Source Heat
Pumps (ASHPs) (a renewable energy source) are the
primary energy provider for the energy centre and are
combined with high efficiency gas boilers provide to
provide a low carbon and highly efficient heat source for
the development. In addition to the ASHPs, Photovoltaic
panels are being provided and are connected to the nonresidential units as an additional source of renewable
energy.

Date:
Ref.

November 2019
4619-4-2-2-REP-05-A

The form of the buildings and window strategy has been
developed to mitigate against overheating during the
summer months.
Water consumption is being reduced by incorporating low
use dual flush WCs, low flow taps and shower heads along
with the provision of “A” rated white goods.

VECTOR DESIGN ENERGY & SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT

A BREEAM pre-assessment has been carried out for the
Gym and small non-domestic unit on the site and both
are designed to far exceed the minimum requirements to
achieve a BREEAM “Very Good” rating.
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Conclusion

8 Conclusion
We believe that the applicant’s proposals for Lea Bridge
Gasworks have grown out of a close and meaningful
dialogue with the Local Planning Authority and
consultation with local stakeholders. This has created a
sustainable model for a contemporary new neighbourhood
within Lea Bridge.
The key points of development proposals are set out
below:
• The scheme would create a new neighbourhood
of 573 homes.
• New homes will be provided in range of types,
sizes and tenures including 35% affordable housing.
• New homes are designed to follow the
recommendations of the New London Plan and
Nationally Described Space Standards.
• 10% of homes have been designed to M4(3)
standards.
• All new homes are provided with a generous
private outdoor amenity space as either a balcony or
roof terrace.
• A 50-space children’s nursery located on the new
Clementina Square
• A network of connected green play spaces along
new pedestrian and cycle routes to Leyton Jubilee
Park and Orient Way.
•

100+ new trees in the development.

• A net biodiversity gain through inclusion of insect
hotels and pollinator friendly planting.
• To encourage more sustainable modes of travel,
over 1,000 cycle parking spaces are provided along
with a reduced parking provision of 33 car park
spaces.
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A Schedule of Accommodation
B Planning Policy Tracker
C CGI Views

A Schedule of Accommodation

Summary
UNIT MIX
PS
SO
AR
TOTAL
%

Manhattan
58
58
10.1%

1B2P
141
24
17
182
31.8%

1B2P(WCH)
8
8
1.4%

2B3P 2B3P(WCH)
125
19
20
144
20
25.1%
3.5%

2B4P
64
19
10
93
16.2%

2B4(WCH)
-

3B4P 3B4P(WCH)
2
26
13
26
15
4.5%
2.6%

3B5P 3B5P(WCH)
2
15
10
12
15
2.1%
2.6%

TOTAL
415
62
96
573
100.0%

%
72.4%
10.8%
16.8%
100.0%

TOTAL NIA SQ FT
PS
SO
AR
TOTAL
%

Manhattan
24,771
24,771
6.4%

1B2P
77,751
12,968
9,173
99,892
25.9%

1B2P(WCH)
4,804
4,804
1.2%

2B3P 2B3P(WCH)
88,557
13,133
15,651
101,689
15,651
26.4%
4.1%

2B4P
50,103
14,402
7,555
72,061
18.7%

2B4(WCH)
-

3B4P 3B4P(WCH)
2,104
21,991
13,055
21,991
15,159
5.7%
3.9%

3B5P 3B5P(WCH)
2,184
17,953
9,318
11,502
17,953
3.0%
4.7%

TOTAL
268,225
40,503
76,743
385,471
100.0%

%
69.6%
10.5%
19.9%
100.0%

AVG NIA SQ FT
PS
SO
AR
TOTAL

Manhattan
2,128
427

1B2P
3,860
1,080
1,079
549

1B2P(WCH)
1,200
600

2B4P
3,096
2,279
1,511
775

2B4(WCH)
-

HAB. ROOM
999
162
379
1,540

%
64.9%
10.5%
24.6%
100.0%

HR CALC
PS
SO
AR
TOTAL
PS
SO
AR
WCH
NIA

2B3P
4,953
691
706

2B3P(WCH)
1,558
783

3B4P
1,686
846

3B4P(WCH)
1,052
1,004
1,011

3B5P
2,184
1,870
958

3B5P(WCH)
3,578
1,197

TOTAL
646
653
799
673

Private Sale
Shared Ownership
Affordable Rent
Wheelchair Home
Net Internal Area
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B Planning Policy Tracker
Planning Policy

Policy Section

Relevant DAS Section

London Plan (2016)

Policy 7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods

See Section:

- B Development should be designed so that the layout, tenure and mix of uses interface with surrounding land and improve
people’s access to social and community infrastructure (including green spaces), the Blue Ribbon Network, local shops,
employment and training opportunities, commercial services and public transport.

2.10 Site Opportunities

- D The design of new buildings and the spaces they create should help reinforce or enhance the character, legibility,
permeability, and accessibility of the neighbourhood.

4.9 Architectural Concept - Informed by Place

Policy 7.2 An Inclusive Environment

See Section:

- C Design and access statements submitted with development proposals should explain how, following engagement with
relevant user groups, the principles of inclusive design, including the specific needs of older and disabled people, have been
integrated into the proposed development, whether relevant best practice standards such as British Standard BS 8300:2009 +
A1:2010 have been complied with, and how inclusion will be maintained and managed.

3.4 Consultation Summary

Policy D3 Inclusive design

See Section:

A. To deliver an inclusive environment and meet the needs of all Londoners, development proposals are required to achieve the
highest standards of accessible and inclusive design, ensuring they:

4.10 Character Areas:

- can be entered and used safely, easily and with dignity by all

- Lower Valley Primary Building Entrance

- are convenient and welcoming with no disabling barriers, providing independent access without additional undue effort,
separation or special treatment

- Lower Valley Secondary Building Entrances

London Plan – Intend to Publish
(December 2019)

- are designed to incorporate safe and dignified emergency evacuation for all building users. In developments where lifts are
installed, as a minimum at least one lift per core (or more subject to capacity assessments) should be a fire evacuation lift
suitable to be used to evacuate people who require level access from the building.

3.1 Vision
5.1 Landscape Vision

6.7 Inclusive Access Summary

- Lower Valley Bridges

6.7 Inclusive Access Statement

B. The Design and Access Statement, submitted as part of planning applications, should include an inclusive design statement.

Policy D5 Accessible Housing

See Section:

A. To provide suitable housing and genuine choice for London’s diverse population, including disabled people, older people and
families with young children, residential development must ensure that:

4.5 Quantum, Tenure & Mix

- at least 10 per cent of new build dwellings meet Building Regulation requirement M4(3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’, i.e.
designed to be wheelchair accessible, or easily adaptable for residents who are wheelchair users

6.8 Wheelchair Flate Strategy

6.7 Inclusive Access Statement

- all other new build dwellings meet Building Regulation requirement M4(2) ‘accessible and adaptable dwellings’

Waltham Forest Core Strategy (2012)

Policy CS2 - Improving Housing Quality and Choice

See Section:

D) Housing Design and Accessibility. Creating successful communities by requiring high quality design from all new housing
development to ensure it makes a positive contribution to improving the urban environment in the Borough. New homes should
be accessible to all members of the community and be able to adapt to the changing needs of residents throughout their lives

4.5 - Quantum, Tenure & Mix
4.9 Architectural Concept
5.1 Landscape Vision
6.7 Inclusive Access Statement
6.8 Wheelchair Flats Strategy
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Planning Policy

Policy Section

Relevant DAS Section

Waltham Forest Core Strategy (2012)

Policy CS3 - Providing Infrastructure

See Section:

cont.

D) ensuring that new facilities are located to cater to the communities they serve and are accessible by walking and cycling;

4.10 Character Areas - Nursery Accommodation p51

Policy CS5 - Enhancing Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity

See Section:

D) improving the quality of, and access to, open spaces especially in areas of deficiency;

5.8 Open Space Context

Policy CS13 - Promoting Health and Well Being

See Section:

C) improving both pedestrian and cycle access to green and open spaces, particularly the Olympic Park, Lea Valley Regional
Park and Epping Forest;

5.2 Landscaoe Vision

Policy CS15 - Well Designed Buildings, Places and Spaces

See Section:

E) incorporate high quality and inclusive design measures to create an attractive, safe, healthy, accessible and sustainable
environment throughout Waltham Forest.

4.1 Masterplan

5.8 Open Space Context

4.9 Architectural Concept
4.10 Character Areas
5.1 Landscape Vision
6.7 Inclusive Access Statement

Waltham Forest Development
Management Policies (2013)

LBWF Draft Local Plan 2020-2035
Regulation 18 (July 2019)

Policy DM7 – External Amenity and Internal Space Standards

See Section:

B(iv): The communal external amenity space is easily accessible by all residents of that development. Communal external
amenity space can be provided in the form of green roofs and roof gardens;

5.3 Landscape Masterplan

Policy DM12 - Open Space, Sport and Recreation:

See Section:

I): Encouraging Active Lifestyles and Providing Recreational Facilities. Residential and mixed use proposals will be expected to
contribute to the provision of high quality and accessible exercise, play and recreational facilities either on or off site, based on
child yields in accordance with the Mayor’s SPG Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation.

5.8 Open Space Context

Policy 27 – Housing Design

See Section:

B(iv): The communal external amenity space is easily accessible by all residents of that development. Communal external
amenity space can be provided in the form of green roofs and roof gardens;

5.3 Landscape Masterplan

Policy 28 - Accessible and Adaptable Housing.Developments will be expected to provide high quality, accessible homes
by:

See Section:

A. Encouraging functional, adaptable and accessible spaces design in all housing developments;

4.9 Architectural Concept

B. Expecting all self-contained homes to meet the nationally described space standard, at a minimum;

5.1 Landscape Vision

C. Requiring a minimum of 90% of all new-build self-contained homes to be accessible and adaptable in line with Building
Regulation M4(2);

6.7 Inclusive Access Statement

5.9 Amenity Space Calculations & Play Zones

4.5 - Quantum, Tenure & Mix

6.8 Wheelchair Flats Strategy

D. Requiring a minimum of 10% of new-build self-contained homes to be suitable for occupation by a wheelchair user or easily
adapted for occupation by a wheelchair user in accordance with Building Regulation M4(3).
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